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UPDATE STATUS
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IMPORTANT NOTE January 1976
*********************

* Sections 3 and 5 of this revision *

* describe a new protocol which is *

* scheduled for implementation very *

* early this year. Before attempting *

* to use this protocol please confirm *

* its existence by calling the Network *

* Control Center at (617) 661—0100. *
*********************
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ARPANET provides a capability for geographically sep-

arated computers, called Host to communicate with each other.

The Host computers typically one another in type,

speed, word length, operating system, etc. Each Host computer is

connected into the network through a local small computer, called

an Interface Message Processor (IMP), that is located on its

premises; a typical network section is shown in Figure 1—1. The

complete network is formed by interconnecting these IMPs through

wideband communication lines supplied by common carriers. Each

IMP is then programmed to store and forward messages to the

neighboring IMPs in the network. During a typical operation, a

Host passes a message to its IMP; this message is then passed

from IMP to IMP through the network until it finally arrives at

the destination IMP, which in turn passes it along to the desti—

nation Host.

Several models of IMPs are currently available. All perform

the basic function of a store and forward mode, but they have

different physical configurations and data handling rates. The

Model 516 (see Figure 1—2) is the original IMP and is no longer

normally installed. The Model 316 (see Figure 1—3) is a less

expensive and somewhat slower version of the original IMP. The

Terminal IMP or TIP (see Figure 1—4) is a Model 316 IMP mounted

in a double hi-boy rack along with a BBN Multi-Line Controller

(MLC). The Terminal IMP is designed to connect both Hosts and

up to 64 terminals to the network; the terminals are given

access to the network directly, without an intervening Host.

The Pluribus IMP (see Figure 1—5), the most recent addition to

the IMP family, is based on a flexible multiprocessor design and

is housed in from one to several racks, depending on precise

speed and capacity.

1—1 12/75
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 TERMINALS

FIG.1-1 A TYPICAL SECTION OF THE ARPANET
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connection of a Host and an IMP is a joint effort that requires

the Host personnel to provide interfacing hardware and software.

Although we have tried to provide sufficient information to

assist the Host personnel in the design of the interface, prob—

lems and questions that we have not anticipated will undoubtedly

arise. These questions should be addressed to:

Network Control Center

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

50 Moulton Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

We strongly recommend that the personnel responsible for

the design of the Host hardware and software interfaces Vialt in

flfimkmafi‘ln‘,‘ 1.41.1” 1.1A t A ”a-“ ~L-«I‘D AD 1-1-1}.— ‘T‘EAAA-A17 “0.4 'AT-.-WA_UCLUUL' Lugs WJ.L/ll C11CCU1111lUdlbuall UL DU_LL/ DULCLIC' dIlU ‘JCW Hldl

_nc. for a thorough review of the designs prior to implementa
 

 
tion. We feel that this procedure will help to minimize the

difficulties that will be encountered in connecting the Host and

the IMP.

1—7 12/75
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2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we describe the physical configuration of

the IMP, the space and power requirements, the equipment neces—

sary to interconnect the IMP and Host, and the facilities that

must be provided by the IMP site to assist with installation and

maintenance of the IMP.

As shown in Figure 2—1, four pieces of equipment are pro—

vided: the IMP itself, which is a modified Honeywell H—516R,

Honeywell H—316, or BBN Pluribus computer; an ASE-33 Teletype

or Infoton Vistar*; a high—speed paper tape reader (optional);

and a cabinet, approximately the same size as the Model 516R,

that contains up to four modems connecting the IMP to the com—

munication lines. The telephone company will supply modems only

for the communication lines actually installed. In addition,

the telephone company usually supplies auxiliary equipment that

may vary from site to site and need not be located near the

modem cabinet or the IMP.

A Host i connected to an IMP by a Host cable.** The

particular cabling scheme is determined by the distance between

the Host and the IMP. A local Host (one close to the IMP) is

connected by a 30-foot cable*** that is supplied with the IMP.

This cable connects a standard Host/IMP interface unit built

into the IMP to a special interface provided by the Host.

*The Vistar is a keyboard/display—type terminal used with the

Pluribus. It performs the same functions as the ASE—33 Teletype.
o70L4.Jn 'l —' ' _1 A 1

**The cables in Figure 2»i are drawn onl

than in their actual positions.

v n.amo+{. nokkow
SULLVJIA‘AUJ— LL‘LUL‘DJ.y

( H

***The length of this cable is limited by the characteristics of
the cable drivers in the IMP.

2-1 12/75
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A distant Host* may be located up 0 2 00 feet from the IMP,

but an addition to the standaru Host/IMP interface is required

to modify the line—driving scheme. The Host personnel must de-

sign a special interface that is compatible and must supply the

connecting cable as specified in Sec. H.5.2. Since additional

IMP hardware must be supplied, the decision to connect a distant

Host must be made known well in advance. A distant Host will

usually be connected to an IMP which has one or more local Hosts.

A very distant Host may be located even farther from the IMP,

using an entirely different interface arrangement which is de—

scribed in Appendix F. Basically, the very distant Host inter-

face is designed for use over communication circuits with speeds

up to 230.“ kilobits/second and up to tens (perhaps hundreds) of

miles long. The communication protocol used with this interface

includes a 24—bit cyclic redundancy check and a positive acknowl-

edgment scheme.

A separate 30—foot cable is provided with the IMP for the

connection to each modem. In addition, cables are provided for

connecting the terminal (Teletype or Vistar) and paper tape

reader (if supplied) to the IMP. For the H—516R and H—3l6 IMPS,

cables exit from the IMP through the bottom of the rear panel.

Cables will exit from the modem unit through the bottom of the

modem cabinet; if a site does not have a false floor, other

modem cable arrangements are easily provided. Cables are con—

nected to the Pluribus IMP via a fantail panel located at the

rear of the machine.

*Not available with the Pluribus IMP.

2-3 12/75
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Figures 2—2, 2—3, E—Q, and 2~5 depict the floor space re—

quirements for the 516 IMP, the 316 IMP, the (maximum size)

316 TIP, and the (minimum size) Pluribus IMP respectively. Some

configurations of the 316 TIP may only require the same floor

space as a 316 IMP, and some Pluribus IMPs may require several

racks side by side; the Network Control Center can furnish de—

)—

tails for each installation.

With the Honeywell machines, provision should be made to

place the ASE-33 Teletype close to the IMP. The ASH—33 occupies

approximately 2' x 2' of floor space. (The optional paper tape

reader must be placed nearby if it is supplied.* Its dimensions

are 11x11x23 inches (WIDTHxHEIGHTxDEPTH). A convenient location

is the top of the IMP cabinet, if overhead space permits.)

With the Pluribus machine, table space should be provided nearby

for the Infoton Vistar. Its dimensions are 20x13x24 inches.

(Again, the optional paper tape reader must be placed nearby

if it is supplied.* Its dimensions are 20x8x22 inches. It can

be located on top of the IMP cabinet if overhead space permits.)

A small lockable cabinet is needed on the Host premises

for the storage of IMP—related materials (e.g., manuals, test

tapes, scope, tool box, etc.). Finally, a telephone should be

located within reach of both the terminal and the operating

panel of the IMP for use during diagnosis and debugging.

(Pluribus IMPs may be supplied without an operating panel.)

The locations of the IMP, modem cabinet, paper tape reader,

and Teletype are to be selected by the Host personnel. These

pieces of equipment should be placed within approximately eight

r will be supplied, a
ter.

3To determine whether a paper tape re ade

site may contact the Metwork Control Ce“
Ll

12i?5 2-4
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feet of one another. A minimum of thirty square feet of floor

space is required for the equipment, and additional space must

be available for accessing the machine during maintenance and

debugging. Access to the Model 516 IMP is Via a full-length
D 'L‘q' L 4“ u.‘ L.
J.
ront door, which is hinged On the left side. Access to the 316

IMPs is via drawers which slide to the front. Access to the

Pluribus IMP is via full-length rear doors and removable front

panels. Access to the modem cabinet is via a removable front

panel.

In addition to the modem cabinet, the telephone company may

provide another cabinet to contain the auxiliary equipment. It

is recommended that this auxiliary equipment be placed in an

inconspicuous location on the Host premises, such as in a tele-

phone company equipment room, since immediate access to this

equipment is not necessary.

2.2 Description of Equipment

External dimensions, approximate weights, and power require—

ments of the various IMP models are given in Table 2;l. The

paper tape reader weighs approximately 25 pounds, the ASH—33

Teletype weighs approximately 56 pounds, and the Infoton Vistar

weighs approximately 55 pounds.

The Model 516 IMP is a ruggedized unit with E.M.I. protec-

tion. All IMPs will operate in an ambient environment from O to

”5°C (Pluribus IMPs should not be operated at temperatures over

30°C unless special provisions are made) and up to 95% humidity.

However, these features have been included for reliability and,

in general, an environment suitable for most digital computing

equipment should be provided; i.e., air—conditioned and free

from excessive dust and moisture.

2-9 12/75
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TABLE 2-1

---- PowerMode] Width D_ep_m m ' watts

as

5

'luribus IMP 22 26 550 - 3000

(per rack) (approx)

The power requirements for the Honeywell IMP equipment are

 
 

  

   

 
  

 
 
 

2

2

52

 

as follows:

a) IMP: 115 VAC i 10%; 60 Hz 1 5%, single phase. The

line cord is 15 ft. long and contains 3—wire cable

terminated by a 30—amp Hubbell 3331G twistlock con—

nector (for wiring convention, see Appendix G),

b) High—speed reader (optional): 115 VAC i 10%; 60 Hz,

single—phase at 125 watts. (The line must withstand

10-amp surges at 125 VAC.) The line cord is 6 ft.

long and is terminated in a standard 3—wire grounded

plug.

c) ASR-33: 115 VAC i 10%; 60 Hz i 0.15 Hz, single phase

at 230 watts. The line cord is 8 ft. long and is

terminated in a standard 3—wire grounded plug.

Power for the Pluribus equipment is supplied via one 3—phase

208/110 volt wye 60 Hz connection per rack. Each power cord is

20 feet long and is terminated by a flusheil £5215 twi tloek

12!?5 2—10
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connector. Each circuit must supply 30 amps per leg. SuffiCient
Anmvam4Ahn/N nn+1n+~n 10A“ Rnkuamm4m~ Ann-1nmnvs4- 4—1nA TnPnA—Am 1T4 “Ln-w;
LaULlVCll—LCILQC UMLI_LCLID J.U.L uCUMBéLllB CkiLAJ.yHJ.CJ.1U, uuc J.J.J..LUUU 1 V-LDUCZJ. ’

and paper tape reader are provided on the Pluribus itself.

The HO R. must nvnviflp an nnnnnnwintn nnwpw ranch nnlp- ..... - r, . -..- c... “tuner--.“n. re...“ .v., , cw.”(

(located within 15 feet) for the IMP power plug and it is recom—

mended that a separate fuse or circuit breaker be provided on

the IMP's power line. (The Honeywell IMP normally draws about

20 amps, but the line must be capable of supplying up to 30 amps.)

The IMP's chassis is connected to the ground (third) lead of the

power plug, which is completely isolated frOm the signal return

(i.e., "signal ground"). If at all feasible, the power to the

IMP should be provided from the same transformer that delivers

power to the Host in order to insure a common ground. For

Honeywell equipment, three llS—VAC wall sockets (located within

5 feet of the IMP) are required to power the Teletype, paper

tape reader, and an IMP debugging oscilloscope used during

installation and maintenance. The line for these sockets should

be fused for 20 amps and should be powered from the same trans—

former as the IMP, if feasible.

The modem cabinet dimensions are 68—1/8" x 28” X 28"; it

weighs up to 750 lbs and requires up to l5 amps of standard 115

VAC power. The modem operates in an ambient environment of H00

to l2OOF and up to 95% humidity. The Host must provide power

for the modem from the same transformer that delivers power to

the IMP. A standard 3—connector non-locking, non—twist plug is

normally provided with the modem. The telephone company also

recommends that a separate fuse or circuit breaker be provided

on the power line to the modem. (The auxiliary equipment is a
In., w. v, w LL. 'LA 4-,. Hid-n. J- r. “In“ -‘-.

bl DC DU Dibc, L11 C DLLC .LDtel—standard itEM lat Will vary IPOu 81

generally no larger than the size of the modem cabinet and may

be as small as a 2' x 3’ wall mounting. A separate power outlet

will also be needed for this equipment.)

2-11 12/75
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In all, the Honeywell equipment requires Six receptacles,

and Pluribus machines require one receptacle per rack plus one

for the modem cabinet. The site should plan to provide the power

necessary for the phone company equipment after preliminary dis—

cussions with the local telephone company representatives and

before the circuit installation date. ' '

2.3 Interfacing

The Host/IMP interface is subdivided into two separate units,

as illustrated in Figure 2-6.

 
SPECIAL STANDARD
HOST/ IMP HOST/ IMP

INTERFACE lNTERFACE

FIG. 2—6 HOST/IMP INTERFACE

2‘125...: N NM. «.4 ‘J1
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The right-hand (standard) unit is built into the IMP and

contains logic that is standard for all Host/IMP interfaces.

The left—hand unit contains the special equipment for inter—

facing directly to the particular Host. An addition to the

standard Host/IMP interface is required for a distant Host.

Standard signals pass on the Host cable between these two

halves; all special logic and signal adjustments (which vary

from Host to Host) are Hndld in the left—hand portion.

Each participating Host wi'ZZ be responsible for the design

and construction of its own special unit to mate to the standard

Host/IMP interface unit. The logical operation of this unit

will be the same, regardless of whether a Host is local or

distant; however, a different electrical signaling scheme is

required to handle a distant Host. A detailed description of
thn manout. I vol

The very distant Host interface follows the same general

uirements for the special Init is given in Sect'inn H.

philosophy of a standard interface unit at the IMP end and a

special interface unit at the Host end, but uses a completely

different signaling scheme as described in Appendix F. Still

another Host inter facing scheme, making use of the Private

Line Interface (PLD is described in Appendix H.

The Host computer and the IMP communicate by transmitting

messages over the Host cable. The format for this communication

has been established and is described in Section 3. Each Host

is responsible for providing the necessary Network Control

Program in the Host computer.

An IMP test program is available for use during installa—

tion and testing. In addition to checking various functions in

the IMP, this program provides a mechanism for checkout OI the

Host‘s special interface. The program repeatedly transmits a

2-13 12/75
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message to the Host, a copy of which it expects the Host to

return with any Host padding, or data (Seeiion 3.5}.

should plan to provide an appropriate test program to

in conjunction with this IMP test program.

125% 2‘
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3. SYSTEM OPERATION

3.1 Messages and Message-ids

Hosts com_mu1nicate wit“ each otheer via reguZa_ message - A

regular message may vary in length from 96 up to 8159 bits, the

first 96 of which are control bits called the leader. The leader

is also used for sending control messages between the Host and

its IMP. The remainder of the message is the data, or the text.

For each regular message, the Host specifies a destination,

consisting of IMP, Host, and handling type. These three para—

meters uniquely specify a connection between source and destina—

tion Hosts. The handling type gives the connection specific

{1) r‘a O (:‘f' ('D ’1 I._Jc“ _stics , such as priority or non—priority transmission

I...~... 1.,\1_\ n.:|..a.e ..,.,.l 1-.. -_- -m--- 1......1 1...”..- “A--.,.--,.A a--- ,.\DCC UCLO W). HUUJ. _LU.[ 1d._L lb‘du CI' bdeC‘ lldb UECIL l'CbC’l' VCU .L Ul' d.ti

fourth parameter, to be used in future inter—network addressing.

For each connection, messages are delivered to the destination in

the same order that they were transmitted by the source.

For each regular message, the Host also specifies a 12—bit

identifier, the message-id*. The message—id, together with the

destination of the message, is used as the "name” of the message.

The IMP will use this name to inform the Host of the disposition

of the message. Therefore, if the Host refrains from re-using

a particular message—id value (to a given destination) until the

IMP has responded about that message—id, messages will remain

uniquely identified and the Host can retransmit them in the

event of a failure within the network.

* Until mid—1973 the first eight bits of the message—id field
were called the Ulink".
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After receiving a regular message from a Host connected to

it, an IMP breaks the message into several packets (currently

the maximum data bits/packet is 1008) and passes these through

the network in the direction of the destination. Eventually,

when all packets arrive at the destination, they are reassembled

to form the original message and passed to the destination

Host. The destination IMP returns a positive acknowledgment

’for receipt of the message to the source IMP, which in turn

passes this acknowledgment to the source Host. This acknowledg—

ment is called a Ready for Next Message (RFNM) and identifies

the message being acknowledged by name. In some relatively rare

cases, however, the message may be lost in the network due to an

IMP failure; in such cases an Incomplete Transmission message

will be returned to the source Host instead of a RFNM. Again,

in this case, the message which was incompletely transmitted is

identified by name.

If a response from the destination IMP (either RFNM or

Incomplete Transmission) is itself lost in the network, this

condition will be detected by the source IMP, which will auto—

matically inquire of the destination IMP whether the original

message was correctly transmitted or not, and repeat the inquiry

until a response is received from the destination IMP. This

inquiry mechanism is timeout—driven, and each timeout period may

be as little as 30 or as much as D5 seconds in length.

When a message arrives at its destination, the leader is

modified to indicate the source Host, but the message-id field

is passed through unchanged. Thus, in addition to providing

message identification between a Host and its local IMP, the

message—id can provide a means for Hosts to identify messages

between themselves. For example, the message-id can be used for

12/?5 3-2
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multiplexing several independent data streams, or for keeping

track of the "orti IP o ,

parallel" through the network.

4-9: 'h
£13 I.)If the priori

will be expedited through the network by being placed at the

front of the various transmission queues it will encounter along

the way. This can be useful for transactions requiring minimal

delay (e.g., remote echoing or the exchange of control informa—

tion) but should be used judiciously, since the more it is used

the less effect each further use will have.

In order to prevent various types of deadlocks within the

network, a source IMP must guarantee that the destination IMP

will have enouch storage to accept the message it is about to

send. This is done by preceding each message with a short

"request for buffer space" message. When the destination has

enough buffer space to receive another message, it returns an

"allocation" to the source IMP, which can then send the message

it has been holding.

There are several situations in which an IMP may temporarily

block* the transmission of a message from the source Host to the

source IMP. In general, any such blockage will last for only a

few milliseconds, but in some cases the blockage may be inde—

finite. In at least one such case the IMP will be unable to

accept the remainder of a message from its Host until it frees

buffer space by delivering some message to the Host (it is for

this reason that half-duplex Host—IMP interfaces are prohibited).

In all such cases, in order to prevent permanently hanging up

transmission between the Host and the IMP, the source IMP will

* By failing to provide Ready-for-Next-Bit, see Section U.l.

3-3 12/75
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discard the message after a wait of about fifteen seconds and

return a type 9 (sub—type u) message (see Section 3.4) to the

Host, thus limiting the length of time that the interface will

be blocked. Similarly, once a Host has begun to send the IMP

a message, it must be prepared to deliver the entirety of that

message to the IMP promptly. In particular, the IMP will discard

any message that is not completely received from its Host in

fifteen seconds and return a type 9 (sub—type 2) message to the

Host (see Section 3.4).

One situation under which interface blocking will occur is

when the source IMP must wait to receive an allocation from the

destination IMP. Since a Host cannot send other messages into

the network while its interface is blocked, it is desirable to

expedite the "allocation" mechanism, and this is done in two

different ways depending upon message length. For one-packet

messages, the message itself is sent as its own request. Thus,

if space is available, the message is immediately accepted and

no additional delay is incurred. For multi—packet messages,

when the destination IMP is about to return a RFNM it reserves

storage in anticipation of the source Host's next message, and

returns the allocation along with the acknowledgment. Thus,

when the source IMP eventually sends its Host the RFNM, it is

also implicitly informing it of the allocation now being avail—

able.* If the Host responds promptly with another message on

that same connection (message—id is irrelevant), the message

can be forwarded immediately, avoiding any set—up delay waiting

for an allocation. If this allocation remains unused for about

* In some (rare) cases the destination is unable to reserve

storage immediately, and returns a RFNM without the reservation.

Currently, the destination waits 1/2 second, attempting to
reserve storage, before returning the RFMM without an accempany—. .

lfl” reservation.. O évpvv
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125 ms, it is returned, unused, to the destination. Note that

this mechanism applies only for messages longer than one packet

(about 1103 bits, including leader);

The message processing (reassembly of packets it s

allocation of buffer space, detection of lost m ssages, et .)

requires the IMP to perform a certain amount of bookkeeping on

the flow of messages between each pair of communicating Hosts.

In order to keep the amount of required table space within

manageable bounds, the following two restrictions are imposed.

l) The maximum number of messages which a Host is per—

mitted to have "in transit" on any connection is eight.

In other words, if a Host attempts to transmit nine

messages on any connection, the interface will be

blocked by the IMP during transmission of the ninth

message until a RFNM (or Incomplete Transmission)

is returned for the first message. However, this rule

does not prohibit one Host from having eight messages

in transit to Host "A", eight more in transit to Host

"B", etc., simultaneously.

2) When a Host wishes to establish a new connection with

another Host, both source and destination IMPs must

acquire a block of table space from a pool of such blocks

shared by all the Hosts local to each IMP. The source

IMP must notify the destination of the need for the

new connection, and the destination must reply with

a confirmation that it has also acquired the table

space. This action may result in a small additional

d (D SD
D" sf0 '3 FDTV‘J

11

Host communication can begin. The pool

be
pJ. H.) F4ici nt5: F4 U) C (D

y large to seldom interfere with a
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pair of Hosts wishing to communicate. In no case will

Hosts be prevented from communicating because of lack

of these resources. In the event that the Hosts on

an IMP desire to simultaneously communicate with so

many other Hosts that the pool would be exhausted, the

space in the pool is quickly multiplexed in time among

all the desired Host/Host conversations so that none

is stopped although all are possibly slowed.

Section 3.8 describes an optional mechanism available to

Hosts that wish to keep interface blocking to a minimum.

3.2 Establishing and Breaking Host/IMP Communications

Each IMP and Host interface has its own hardware Ready

indicator. The Ready indicator in the standard Host/IMP inter—

face will be on whenever the IMP is powered on and both the IMP

program and the IMP hardware are determined to be working properly.

The Ready indicator in the special Host interface should be on

whenever the Host is powered on, the hardware is working properly,

and the Host‘s Network Control Program (NCP) is running. If

the Host temporarily neglects communications with the IMP, the

Host's hardware Ready indicator should not go off. An off

indication should mean only that something is broken or that

communications have been willfully cut off for an extended

period (cable removed, power shut off, routine maintenance

programs running, batch processing with no network program

running etc.).

In addition to the Ready indicator, the standard interface

has a flip—flop, called the Error flip—flop, which remembers

a not—ready indication from the Host or the IMP. This flip-flop

is used to detect any momentary off condition on either the

(4|)
I
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ready line or the IMP's ready line. The flip—flop

0 ram each tim
v .;V

e TMP n-r» cr thp n'ran Team pnnh'lpa ("I p,4...- plvo one. y- w... o............. \l.-.0'VO. ,

prepares to receive) a new input from the Host and is tested by

the program when the input is completed. The input is discarded

if the Error flip-flop is turned on.

To establish communication, a Host should simply send its

message to the IMP. The operational IMP program will process

any message transmitted from the Host. The Host must always

send at least three NOP messages* to the IMP whenever either the

Host or the IMP Ready line is turned on, for the reasons described

below.

One reason is that the Host—to—IMP NOP message contains

information as to how much leader padding is to be contained in
1") 4-,. Ulf-UU—ll

vinnnl-Ihrnnfin4- A'Imr‘ «n
DU lllCDDCLECD - ALDU, U.8.1re: d 0

style leader formats (Appendix A) are no longer used, this NOP

informs the IMP of the style of leader the Host is using.

"U
”1,.-- 11...,4. 1—,. TM TurU..Ld..[' HUDU-bU-Ll'l J_l'

m

Another reason is that in general, when the Host Ready

indicator goes off, the IMP program will be either receiving

or waiting (in an input command) to receive a message from the

Host. Upon resumption of transmission by the Host, the IMP will

unwitti.gly append the new information to the unfinished input.

Upon completion of the message, the IMP program will note that

the Error flip-flop is on and thus discard the entire message.

To guarantee that a useful new message is not thereby discarded,

the first message sent by the Host after its Ready indicator

comes on should be a discardable NOP message. The special inter—

face should have a similar Error flip—flop, and the Host's Net—

work Control Program should be designed to use this flip-flop in
a similar manner.

* See Section 3.3

3—7 12/75
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When the Host Ready indicator comes on, it will generally

alternate a few times between on and off (due to relay contact

bounce —— see Section 4.M) before setting solidly on. The Host

should delay an appropriate period to permit its ready indicator

to stabilize before starting output or preparing for input.

Failure to do so may cause incorrect data to be taken from or
sent to the IMP.

A Host may go down, thus halting network traffic to itself

from other Hosts, in either of two ways: by turning off its

ready indicator (hard down), or by failing to accept messages

from the IMP (tardy down). In either case, the IMP will mark

the Host as dead and see to it that any attempt to communicate

with the Host results in a Destination Dead response.

The IMP program tests the Host Ready indicator (not the

Error flip—flop) every half—second. If the program ever finds

this ready indicator off, the Host will be marked dead (hard

down) and the IMP will discard old messages for transmission to

the Host and will set up 3 NOP messages followed by a type 10

message for transmission to the Host. Both the IMP and the Host

must discard any NOP messages that are recognized as such. (A

NOP message that is appended to an unfinished message may not be

recognized, but it will be discarded as discussed above.)

The IMP follows the above procedures when the Host Heady

indicator is off momemtarily or for an extended period. The

following steps are taken by the IMP when its own indicator has

gone off.

1) The Error flip—flop is turned on. This action will

cause the first incoming message from the Host to be

discarded.

12/75 3-8
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2) Old messages for transmission to the Host are discarded.

3) The IMP Ready indicator is turned on.

A) Sufficient NOP messages are placed on the output queue

to the Host to cover the period of relay bounce and

insure correct transmission of at least one NOP.

5) A Type 10 message is placed on the output queue to the

Host.

The Host should employ a similar procedure whenever its own

Ready indicator has gone off, except that old messages for trans—

mission to the IMP need not necessarily be discarded.‘

In order to not tie up network resources for an inordinate

amount of time, Hosts must be prepared to accept messages from

the network promptly. In particular, any given message will be

discarded if it resides on a queue to the Host for more than

thirty seconds. (With the current IMP system, this requires

that the Host must read its interface at the rate of about 1,500

bits/second, averaged across about twenty seconds.) If the Host

does not meet this constraint, the IMP will:

1) Declare the Host to be "tardy down".

2) Discard all messages pending on the queues to the Host.

3) Momentarily drop its ready line (thus setting the error

flip—flop). This is done because a component failure

in the interface may have caused the handshaking pro—

cedure (see Sec. 4.2) to get out of step, which would

have the same effect as the Host merely being tardy.

"Flapping" the ready line insures that the interfaces

are synchronized.

4) Place some NOP's and a type 10 message on the queue to

the Host.

3-9 12/75
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The Host will be declared up the next time that it sends a mes—

sage to the IMP or accepts a message from the IMP. The Host

must send at least three NOP messages to the IMP if it is aware

that it has been declared tardy, since the error flip—flop will

cause the first Host—to—IMP message to be discarded. (alterna—

tively, the Host could bring down its own ready line; the IMP

would then proceed as though the Host were in a hard down,

rather than continuing to treat the Host as though it were in a

tardy down.)

If the Host has advance warning that it will be going down,

it may use the Host Going Down message (see Section 3.3) to

inform the IMP of its status (i.e., the reason for and duration

of the down). Transmission of this message from the Host to

the IMP will not cause the IMP to declare the Host down; the IMP

will store the status information for use during the next Host

down. When the Host comes up again, the status information stored

in the IMP will be discarded.

The set of events described above is summarized 1r Table

3—1. Suggestions for Hos: use of the Ready indicators are

contained in Appendix 3.
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3.3 Host—to-IMP Leader Format

I 45 89 16 I/7 202122 24 25 7
NEW

FORMAT /DESTINATION LEADER MESSAGEPI??? NETWORK///c FLAGS TYPE
33 4o 41 48 49 e4

HANDLING DESTINATION DESTINATION
TYPE HOST IMP 

65 76 77 BO 81 96

MESSAGE - ID SUB-TYPE MESSAGE LENGTH 
W

TYPE 01

FIG. 3-] MESSAGES ONLY

HOST-TO- IMP LEADER FORMAT

Bits I - 4 Unassigned -

Must be zero.

Bits 5 - 8 New Format FIag -

These bits are always set to the value 15. This permits

the IMF to distinguish between new—style and old—style,

(Appendix A) leaders.

Bits 9 - 16 Destination Network -

For future use, these bits must always be zero.

Bits I7 - 20 Unassigned —

Must be zero.

12/75 3-12
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Bit 2] Trace -

If equal to one, the message is designated for tracing as

it proceeds through the network so that reports of this

message's transit through the network may be sent to a

trace destination (see Section 5.5).

Bits 22 - 24 Leader Flags -

Bits 23 and 24 are currently unassigned but are reserved

for future network use and must be zero. Bit 22 is

available as a destination Host flag, its meaning, if any,

being assigned by that Host. The only Host with a pre-

assigned meaning is the IMP Teletype Fake Host. If the

bit is one, the message will be printed on the Teletype

as a sequence of octal numbers, each representing one

16-bit IMP word. If equal to zero, then the message will

be printed as a sequence of ASCII characters.*

Bits 25 - 32 Message Type -

0- Regular Message - All Host-to-Host communication

occurs via regular messages. Sub—types (bits 77-80):

0- Standard, Non-Refusable. Interface blocking will

occur if any resource needed to send the message

is not immediately available.

1. Refusable (see Section 3.8).** Used to minimize

the number of times the interface may be blocked.

If any resource needed to send the message is

not available, the message is discarded, and the

Host is notified via a type ll, 12, or 13 Host—to—

IMP control message. in the case of a type 12

(Refused, will notify) response, the IMP is 
committed to also sending a type 14 (Ready) when

the resource does become available.

* The IMP's internal ASCII character set is listed in Appendix E.

** The non—blocking Host interface (see Section 3.8) is not yet
implemented.

3-13 12/75
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2. Get Ready (see Section 3.8).* Similar to Refus-

abZe (above), except only the leader, rather than

the full message, is sent in to the IMP. If all

necessary resources are immediately available, the

Host is notified via a Type IA message.

3. Uncontrolled — (see Section 3.7). The IMP will

perform no message—control functions for this

type of message.

M — 15. Unassigned.

1. Error Without Message Identification ~ The Host

program detected an error in a previous IMP—to—Host

message and had to assume that the leader was garbled.

Sub-types:

O. Host's error flip—flop was set during transmission

of the message.

1. Host received a message less than 80 bits.

2. Host received a message of an unassigned type

(3, 15-255)-

3 — 15. Unassigned.

2. Host Going Down — It is assumed that as the time for

the Host to (voluntarily) go down approaches, the Host

itself will send warning messages to its network users.

Just before going down, the Host should send the Host—

Going-Down message to its IMP. The Host should then

(if it can) continue to accept messages from the IMP

for a period of 5 or 10 seconds, to allow messages

already in the network to reach it. The IMP will store

the Host—Going—Down message and return it to any source

* The non—blocking Host interface (see Section 3.8)
implemented.

is not yet
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Host along with Destination (Host) Dead messages.

The IMF will try to preserve this message over IMP

reloads where appropriate. The NCC will be able to

manually update the stored copy of this message in

response to a phone call from_the Host site in the

event the Host is going to be down longer than it

said or if it did not have time to give warning

before going down.

Bits 65—76 (the message—id field) of the Host—Going—

Down message give the time of the Host's coming

back up, bit—coded as follows:

Bits 65-67: the day of the week the Host is coming

back up. Monday is day 0 and Sunday

is day 6.

Bits 68—72: the hour of the day, from hour 0 to

hour 23, that the Host is coming back

up.

Bits 73—76: the five minute interval, from O to ll,

in the hour that the Host is coming

back up.

All three of the above are to be specified in Universal

Time (i.e., G.M.T.). The Host may indicate that it

will be coming back up more than a week away by setting

bits 65—76 all to ones. Setting all bits 65—75 to one

and bit 76 to zero means it is unknown when the Host

is coming back up.
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the reason it is going down. These bits are coded

as follows:

 
Value Meaning

0—4 Reserved for IMP use

5 Scheduled P.M.

6 Scheduled Hardware Work

7 Scheduled Software Work

8 Emergency Restart
9 Power Outage

10 Software Breakpoint
11 Hardware Failure

12 Not scheduled up

13—15 Currently Unused

3. Unassigned.

4. NOP — The IMP will discard this message, which is

intended for use during initialization of IMP/Host

communication. Bits 77—80 (the sub—type field)

contain the number of 16—bit words of padding (9 max.)

that the Host wishes to send and receive on type 0 mes—

sages. This padding occurs immediately after the leader

(starting at bit 97) and is provided as a convenience

for Hosts for which the combined Host/IMP (IMP/Host)

and Host/Host leaders would otherwise not be an

integral number of memory words. A simple rule for

the Host to follow is to send three NOP messages

whenever the Host or the IMP has been down either

voluntarily or involuntarily.

5. Unassigned.

6. Unassigned.

7. Unassigned.
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8. Error with Message Identification — The Host de-

tected an error in a previous lMP—to-Host message

after the leader was correctly received; e.g., the

message was too long, or the IMP Error flip—flop

was set after transmission of the first packet of

a multiple packet message but before the end of the

message. A message of this type will have a leader

whose assigned bits are identical to the assigned

bits in the leader of the message in error except

that the message type bits will be changed to have

value 8.

9—255. Unassigned.
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Bits 33 — 40 Handling Type -

This field is bit-coded to indicate the transmission

characteristics of the connection desired by the Host.

Bit 33: Priority — Most messages should have this bit

set to zero; messages with this bit set to one

will be treated as priority messages (see Section 3.;}.

Bits 34—37: Currently unassigned, must be zero.

Bits 38—40: Maximum Message Size* - The maximum size

(in packets) of any message the Host expects to

send on the connection (#packets = (#bits in

message - 96)/1008). This number is expressed as

(maximum # of packets — l) and ranges from M

(1 packet max) to 7 (8 packets max). It is to the

advantage of the Host to specify this quantity as

accurately as possible, since it enables the

destination IMP to make the most efficient alloca—

tion of reassembly space. On the other hand,

messages that must remain in strict sequence must

all have the same handling type. Multiple con—

nections between two Hosts, each with a different

maximum message size, should be used only when

there are large differences in the maxima and

strict sequencing is not required. A message

whose length exceeds the specified maximum will be

discarded and type 9, subtype 1 will be returned

to the Host.

* Until this is implemented by the IMP, a default value of
7 (8 packets max) will be used.
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Bits 4i — 48 Destination Host -

Identify the particular Host at an IMP site. Host numbers

252-255 are reserved for use by the IMP's "fake" Hosts

(see Section 5).

Bits 49 - 64 Destination IMP -

Identify the IMP site

Bits 65 - 76 Message—id —

Host—specified identification suplied in all type 0 and 8

messages. Also used in type 2 (Host—Going—Down) message.

Bits 77 - 80 Sub-type —

Used by message types 0, 2, A, and 8.

Bits 80 - 96 Message Length ,

This field is used for type 0 messages only and specifies

the length (in bits) of the message, exclusive of leader,

leader padding and hardware padding. The only use that

the IMP makes of this field is the Get Ready (Sub—type 2)

message where it is used to determine if the message is

single or multi—packet. If a zero length is given in a

Get Ready message, a multi—packet length is assumed.

The following table shows which non—constant fields are

used by each valid message type.
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3.4 IMP—to-Host Leader Format

1 4 5 8 9 16 17 20 21 22 24 25 32

FORMAT R LEADER MESSAGE
FLAG FLAGS TYPEI \

\15. I 
 

33 40 41 48 49 64

HANDLiNG SOURCE SOURCE

l TYPE I HOST I IMP l
65 76 77 80 81 96

MESSAGE-ID $UB‘TYPE MESSAGE LENGTH 
FIG. 3-2 TYPEO

MESSAGES ONLY

IMP-TO-HOST LEADER FORMAT

Bits 1 - 4 Unassigned -

Set to zero.

Bits 5 — 8 New Format Flag —

Set to 15.

Bits 9 — 16 Source Network —

Currently set to zero.

Bits 17 — 20 Unassigned -

Set to zero.

Bit 21 Trace -

If equal to one, source designated that message be traced

(see Section 5.5). Used in type 0 messages only.

Bits 22 — 24 Leader F1ags —

Bit 23 and 2H are currently unassigned and are
”Av,“ 1344. r1LCiUs LLLLa a D.)

m
1

1”!
*J’

. .fiflfi'lfv‘ AH 0':
'e GDOJ.511CKA CL )1Q)

Host, in which case it is used by the source Host to
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signal some special meaning, e.g. octal printing for the

Teletype Fake Host. Used in type 0 messages only.

Bits 25 - 32 Message type -

0. Regular Message — All Host-to—Host communication occurs

via regular messages. The subtype field is the same

as sent in the Host—to—IMP message; in particular

a sub—type of 3 indicates an uncontrolled message

(see Section 3.7).

I...‘
Error in Leader - The IMP detected an error in a

previous Host—to—IMP message and had to assume that

the leader was garbled.

Sub—types:

O. IMP's Error flip—flop set during the first

96 bits of a message (see Section ?.2).
_r

l. IMP received a message of less than 32 bits.

2. IMP received a message of an illegal Type.

2. IMP Going Down — The IMP will transmit this message

to its Host before it voluntarily goes down. The

Host should forward the information in the message

to its users from the network ( and to its own users

of the network).

Bits 65-80 of the message are coded as follows:

Bits 65-66: Why;

0. "last warning" or "panic restart”: the

IMP is going down in 30 seconds.
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1. Scheduled hardware PM

2. Scheduled software reload

3. Emergency restart

Bits 27—70: How Soon; in 5 minute increments

(zero implies immediately)

Bits 71-80: For How Long; in 5 minute increments

(zero implies immediately)

3. Unused.

M. NOP - The Host should discard this message. It is

used during initialization of IMP/Host communication.

The Host and IMP fields will contain the local Host

and IMP identification numbers, and the sub-type field

will be zero. All other fields are unused.

5. RFNM - "Ready for Next Message". The named regular

message was successfully delivered to the destination

IMP, and the destination Host began to accept it. In

addition, if the named message was longer than one

packet (about 1103 bits including leader) space is re—

served at the destination IMP for another transmission,

but the space reservation will remain valid for only a

short time (see Section 3.1). The subtype field will

be 0 if the original message was non-refusable, and

1 if it was refusable.

6. Dead Host Status - Bits 65—76 (the message—id field)

have the same meanings as bits 65—76 in the Host-to—
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IMP type 2 (Host—Going—Down) message described in

Section 3.3. Bits 77—80 (the sub—type field) have the

following meanings:

Value Meaning
 

0 Currently Unused

l The destination Host is not communicating

with the network —— it took its ready—line

down without saying why.

2 The destination Host is not communicating

with the network —— the Host was tardy in

taking traffic from the network without

saying why.

3 The destination Host does not exist to

the knowledge of the NCC.

4 The IMP software is preventing communica—

tion with this Host; this usually indicates

IMP software re-initialization at the desti-

nation.—

5 The destination Host is down for scheduled

P.M.

6 The destination Host is down for scheduled

hardware work.

7 The destination Host is down for scheduled

software work.

8 The destination Host is down for em (D ‘3 gency

restart.
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Bit 33 in
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The destination Host

power outage.

The destination Host

ware breakpoint.

The destination Host

a hardware failure.

The destiration Host

be up.

Currently Unused.

The destination Host

coming up.

is

is

is

is

down because of

stopped at a soft-

down because of

not scheduled to

2, 3,

the message-id field will have the

indication.

this message will always be set to zero

receiving this message should discard

(without reporting an error) type 6 messages with

bit 33 set to 1. This will allow the later addition

of similar status information on dead destination

IMPS.

The Dead Host status message will be returned to

the source Host shortly (immediately, if possible)

after each Destination Host Dead (tYpe 7) message.

The Destination Host Dead message applies to a specific

named message, although the information contained in

the Destination Host Dead message should probably be
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reported to all users connected to the dead Host.

The Dead Host Status message does not apply to a

specific named message and all users connected to

the dead Host should be notified of the information

contained in the Dead Host Status message.

7. Destination Host or IMP Dead (or unknown) — This

message is sent in response to a message for a desti—

nation which the IMP cannot reach. The message to

the "dead" destination is discarded.

Sub—types:

0. The destination IMP cannot be reached.

1. The destination Host is not up.

2. Currently unused.

3. Communication with the destination

Host is administratively prohibited.

U—lB. Currently unused.

8. Error in Data - The IMP's Error flip—flop was

set after transmission of the leader of a message

but before the end of the message.

9. Incomplete Transmission — The transmission of the

named message was incomplete for some reason. An

incomplete transmission message is similar to a

HFNM, but is a failure indication rather than a

success indication.

Sub—types:

0. Destination Host did not accept the
message quickly enough.
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11.

1. Message was too long (in excess of maximum

number of packets specified for connection).

2. The message spent more than 15 sec. in
transmission from the source Host to the

IMP. This time is measured from the last

'h-Ii- n-F' +1fio lea/40w 4-1vfi'nn11n‘1'1 +1'1Cs last h1+‘ APUJ..\J VJ. Ullk’ up; U11; Uubll uiip u.4_u VJ.

the message.

3. Message lost in the network due to IMP or
circuit failures.

.

4. Resources unavailable (see Section 3.1).

5. Source IMP I/O failure during receipt of

this message.

6—15. Currently unused.

Interface Reset — The IMP’s ready line has been

dropped and pending output to the Host has been

discarded (see Section 3.2). This probably indi—

cates that the Host did not accept data from the IMP

fast enough. Since dropping the ready line also sets

the IMP's error flip—flop, the next message from the

Host will be discarded and answered with a type 1

(sub—type 0) message. The sub—type field is unused.

Refused, Try Again* — A type 0, subtype 1 or 2 message

was received from the Host but a certain "non-markable"

resource needed for sending the message was not avail-

able. The message was discarded, and the Host should

try to send it again when best able to do so.

Sub—type:

O. IMP buffer was not available.

1. Transmit block for connection was not available.

2—15. Currently unused.

cking Host interface (see Section 3.8) is not yet
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12. Refused, Will Notify* — A type 0, subtype 1 or 2

message was received from the Host but a certain

"markable" resource needed for sending the message

was not available. The message was discarded, and

the Host will be notified via a type 1” (Ready)

message when the resource becomes available.

Sub-types:

O—l. Currently unused.

2. Connection not available.

3. Reassembly space (for multi—packet message
only) not available at destination.

M. Message number not available.

5. Transaction block for message not available.

6—15. Currently unused.

l3. Refused, Still Trying* — A type 12 response is

indicated, but a type 1M message has already been

queued for some previous type 12 response. The

message was discarded and no other response will be

given. The subtype field is unused.

in. Ready* — The needed resource has become available

for some previous type 0, subtype 1 or 2 message.

The actual message is ”named” by the message—id field.

15—255. Unassigned.

Messages of other than type 0 are sent to the Host prior

to messages of type D.

1..

* The non—blocking Host interface (see Section 3.8) is not yet
implemented.
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Bits

Bits

Bits

Bits

Bits

Bits

33 - 40 Handling Type -

The value assigned by the source Host, this field is used

only in message types 0, 5—9, and 11-14.

41 — 48 Source Host -

See Source IMP, below.

49 — 64 Source IMP -

For type 0 messages, these fields identify the particular

Host and IMP site that originated the message. For type

4 messages, these fields identify the local Host and IMP,

and for message types 5-9 and 11—1“, these fields identify

the particular Host and IMP site to which a type 0 message

was sent or will be sent. The fields are unused in all

other message types.

65 — 76 Message-id -

For message types 0, 5, 7-9, and ll—l', this is the value

assigned by the source Host to "name" the message. The

field is also used by message types 2 and 6, and unused

by all other message types.

77 - 80 Sub-type —

This field is used by message types 0—2, 4—7, 9, and 11—12.

81 - 96 Message Length -

This field is contained in type 0 messages only, and is the

actual length in bits of the message (exclusive of leader,

leader padding, and hardware padding) as computed by the
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destination IMP using the end of message padding conventions.

It should be noted that the IMP will not verify the length

of the message if it is specified by the Host.

The following table shows which non—constant fields are

used by each valid message type.

Message Type

Fields E l 2 M 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 1H

Trace X

Leader Flags X

Message Type X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Handling Type X X X X X X X X X X

Source Host X X X X X X X X X X X

Message-id X X X X X X X X X X X

Sub—type X X X X X X X X X X X

Message Length X
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3.5 Word Length Mismatch and Message Boundaries

There are two related aspects of word length mismatch:

first, the obvious need for message formatting in order for

Host computers having different word lengths to communicate;

and, second, the need for locating the end of a message, since

mismatched word lengths may lead to messages that end in the
3 . P . _
iddle 0; words. The IMP deSi n uarantees that between Hosts

._ 1 ._

of identical word length, the natural word boundaries are

preserved. Generally, however, reformatting is left to the

Hosts. The problem of recognizing the end of a message at the

receiving Host is solved in the following manner. As a message

passes from the transmitting Host to its IMP, the standard

Host/IMP interface appends a one to the bit string when it

receives the end—of—message signal. This bit may fall in any

position of an IMP word. The hardware then fills any remaining

bits of this IMP word with trailing zeros. This process is

called IMP padding. The transmitting Host may also specify

the message length (in bits), which need not be the same as

the physical length of the message.

As the message is serially shifted to the receiving Host,

the last bit from the IMP will generally fall somewhere in the

middle of the receiving Host's word. The remaining bits in

this word are to be filled in with additional trailing zeroes

from the Host's special interface hardware. (Note that a one

is purposely omitted here.) Thus, the message appears in the

receiving Host with a one immediately following the last data

bit in the message and a string of zero or more trailing zeroes,

that terminate at a Host word boundary, following the one.

The last Host word in the received bit stream does not neces—
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sarily contain the last data bit in the message; it may contain

nothing but padding.

The maximum message that is shipped across the interface

from the IMP to the destination Host contains 8160 bits (i.e.,

it includes the source IMP's padding). The destination Host's

special interface unit will generally add padding of its own

to round out the total number of bits going into the Host's

memory to a multiple of the destination Host's word length.

The destination Host should, therefore, be prepared to accept

messages of at least 8160 bits. Not counting the destination

Host’s padding, messages of greater than 8160 bits in length

should be discarded by the receiving Host.

It should be noted that Hosts may specify leader padding

(see Section 3.3, NOP message). This padding is some integral

number of 16—bit words which are transmitted and received

immediately following the 96—bit leader of type 0 messages.

This facility is designed to assist the Host in aligning some

portion of the transmitted or received data with its own word

boundaries. In particular, the Host may wish to make the sum

of leader, leader padding, and other elements of Host—to—Host

Leader equal to an integral number of Host words. This leader

padding is not counted in the message length and exists only

across the Host/IMP interface (i.e. not in the network).
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3.6 Two Debugging Aids

It is occasionally useful, during debugging, for Host

personnel to see the exact contents of messages which the IMP

is receiving from a Host. The IMP provides two routines to

aid this process; each routine can be enabled by the Network

Control Center staff upon request.

The first such routine enables Host personnel to examine

the exact bit pattern received by the IMP. When this routine is

enabled, all messages sent from a particular local HoSt are

returned to that Host. In the returned message the IMP and

Host fields are those of the Host being tested; the rest of the

message is unchanged. Of course, IMP padding has been added.

This feature is intended to help find bits which are picked up

or dropped by the Host/IMP interface.

The second debugging aid allows the IMP Teletype to simulate

a Host. When this routine is enabled, the leaders of all

messages to the IMP Teletype are printed in octal, one octal

word per line, including RFNMs, incomplete transmission messages,

etc. This feature is intended to help discover Host leader—

generation errors, timing errors, and the like.

The following table should help the user to compose and

to interpret leader codes.
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End leader

3rd leader

Uth leader

5th leader

6th leader

12/75

1822

word

word

word

word

word

4000

3u00

2000

377

177400

100000

3H00

377

177760

17
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TABLE 3—2

LEADER WORDS

trace

leader flags

oetal print

message type (see Section 3.3

for Host—to—IMP, 3.4 for
IMP—to—Host messages)

handling

priority

type

max packets —1

Host number

IMP number

message—id

sub—type

message length (type 0 only)
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3.7 Uncontrolled Packets

For certain limited experiments which are being carried on

using the network, it may be desirable for specified Hosts to

be able to communicate without using the normal ordering and

error—control mechanisms in the IMP. Communication of this type

is possible using the Host—to-IMP and IMP—to—Host message type

03 sub—type 3. The rules governing IMP handling of these

messages are:

1) Messages of type 0, subtype 3 are limited to the Host—

to—IMP leader (96 bits) and not more than 991 additional

data bits. Messages which exceed this length will be

discarded without error notification.

K) \_.I At the destination IMP, these messages are put on the

output queue for the destination Host in the order

in which they are received; the messages are likely

to be delivered in a different order from the order

in which they were sent. Duplicate copies of some

messages may be delivered.

3) There is no source—to—destination control of these

messages. Lost messages will not be retransmitted.

No RFNM, Incomplete Transmission, Destination Dead,

etc., will be returned to the source.

4) The same bit—level error control applied to Regular

messages will be applied to these messages passing

between lMPs; i.e., type 0 subtype 3 messages are

delivered with a very low probability of bit error.

5) If at any time there are insufficient resources in the

network to handle one of these messages, it will be

_immediately discarded.
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6) Use of these messages between two Hosts will not

affect use of regular messages between these Hosts.

Regular messages and subtype 3 messages may be inter—

mixed over the Host/IMP interface.

7) Uncontrolled use of these messages will degrade the

performance of the network for all users. Therefore,

ability to use these messages will be regulated by the

Network Control Center and will require prior arrange—

ment for each experiment.

3.8 Non-Blocking Host Interface*

As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is sometimes necessary for

the source IMF to block the transmission of a message from the

source Host. When this blocking occurs, all messages from that

Host are held back, even though some of them might well be

transmitted unimpeded if allowed into the IMP. Such might be

the case, for example, if Host A is sending to Hosts B, C, and

D, and the connection to Host B has eight messages in transit,

the first (oldest) of which has become lost in the net. If a

ninth message is sent to B, the interface will be blocked for

the duration of the "incomplete" timeout (30—45 seconds), waiting

for a message slot to become available on that connection.

During this time, however, it would have been possible for A

to send messages to C and D, had the interface not been blocked.

The non—blocking Host interface is a software mechanism

which provides the source Host with the capability of keeping

the interface unblocked for the vast majority of situations

* Not yet implemented.
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under which it might otherwise have become blocked. There will

still be a few circumstances, associated with bandwidth and

storage limitations of the source IMP, under which the interface

may be blocked regardless of the mechanism used by the Host.

The non—blocking mechanism works by allowing the Host to

flag some or all of its type 0 messages as "refusable", thus

allowing the IMP to discard them if they would otherwise block

the interface. In such a case, not only is the Host notified

that the message was discarded, but it is also given guidance as

to when the message should be retransmitted. In most cases,

the particular resource that was missing is "markable", and the

Host can be notified when the resource becomes available. In

some cases, t.e resource is not "mar’able”, and the Host must

simply retransmit in accordance with its own requirements. The

specific protocol for this mechanism is now described.

Host—to—IMP type 0 messages have four subtypes: Non-refue—

abZe, Refusable, Get Ready, and Uncontrolled. The uncontroZZed

subtype, described in Section 3.7, is never refused, and because

it does not require most of the resources of ”controlled"

messages, is seldom blocked. The Non-refusable subtype is

the standard mode of operation, which can cause interface

blocking under the various circumstances described in Section

3.1. The Refusable subtype is treated identically to the

Non-refusable subtype if blocking is not necessary. Under most

circumstances where blocking would have been necessary, however,

this message subtype is discarded, and one of three types of

IMP—to—Host messages sent back to the Host. A Refused, Try Again

(type II) message indicates an "non-markable” resour
c

required, and the Host should merely retransmit at its convenience.

e was
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A Refused, Will Notify (type 12) message indicates a "markable"

resource was required. The Host should wait for a fourth IMP—

to-Host message type, Ready (type 1M), before retransmitting.
The IMP will send the Ready when the resource becomes available.

A Refused, StiZZ Trying (type 13) message indicates that the

IMP has already given a Refused, WiZZ Notify on that connection,

but has not yet sent the Ready (it will only queue one such

response at a time for any connection). There is no additional

response after the Refused, Still Trying, and the Host should

queue the message to be retransmitted after the one for which

the Ready is expected.

The Get Ready subtype of the type 0 Host—to—IMP message

is not a real message in the sense that it contains only the

leader of an intended (future) message. It is provided so that

the Host can determine whether or not a message could get

through without blocking, without actually sending the data in

the message through the interface. The possible responses to

this subtype are identical to those of the RefusabZe subtype,

except that in the normal case, when the Refusable message would

have been transmitted to the destination without any interface

blocking followed eventually by a RFNM, the IMP'S response to the

Get Ready is to send a Ready back to the Host.

Finally, it should be noted that a Ready does not guarantee

that a retransmission will not be blocked, since no resources

are actually reserved for some particular message-id, and in fact

many are shared by all connections. The correct strategy for

the Host willing to use the non—blocking feature is to make

all messages Refusable, even when responding to a Ready.

32/75 3—38
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4. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS AND DESCRIPTION

C)”‘le93
A local Host is connected to the IMP tnrough a Host c

(provided with the IMP), which joins a standard Host/IMP interface

e Host.

A distant Host is connected to an augmented standard Host/IMP

unit in the IMF to a special Host/IMP interface unit in th

interface through a cable provided by the Host. The structure of

the standard Host/IMP interface, the IMP/Host handshaking proce—

dure, the end-of—message indication, the Master Ready lines, and

the signals on the Host cable are all described in detail below.

A very distant Host is connected via communications circuits to a

modem interface unit as described in Appendix F.

The special interface should be designed by the Host personnel

to operate in conjunction with the standard Host/IMP interface or

the augmented interface as the case may be. We have not, however,

attempted to specify the special Host/IMP interface in any detail.

We recommend that the special interface be modeled after the stan—

dard interface, and, in the remainder of this section, we assume

that it will be. It should be noted that the special interface

must be operated in a full duplex mode*. A simplified schematic

 
drawing of a special Host/IMP interface is included in Appendix B

to assist Host personnel in the design of the special interface.

The distant Host modification to the standard interface affects

only the cable and the method of cable driving; it does not change

the basic operation of the interface.

While the 316 and 516 type IMPs are available with either

the local, the distant or the very distant Host connection, the

Pluribus IMP will connect to the Host using the local or the very

distant connection only.

*Those few Hosts which originally implemented half duplex inter—
faces have had inordinate difficulties of various kinds. See,

for example, Section 3.l.

4-1 12/75
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4.1 Structure of the Standard Host/IMP Interface

The standard Host/IMP interface is a full duplex bit—serial

unit that is logically divided into a Host—to—IMP section and an

IMP—to-Host section. Each section contains a 16—bit shift regis—

ter (and control logic), one of which is for shifting bits to the

Host and the other for receiving bits from the Host. A simplified

picture of the Host/IMP interface is shown in Figure 4—1.

The technique of transferring information between the Host

and the IMP is identical in each direction; we will, therefore,

refer to the sender and the receiver without specifying the Host

or IMP explicitly. In general, words are taken one by one from

the sender's memory and transferred bit serially across the inter—

face to the receiver, where they are reassembled into words of the

appropriate (i.e., receiver's) length and stored into the receiver's

memory. The transmission thus consists of a bit train containing

no special indications of word boundaries but delayed occasionally

while the sender fetches, or the receiver stores, a word. The

high-order bit of each word is transmitted first.

Bit transfer is asynchronous, the transmission of each bit

being controlled by a Ready-Fer-Next-Bit, There's—Your—Bit hand—

shaking procedure. Each bit is transferred only when both sender

and receiver indicate preparedness. This permits either the

sender or the receiver to hold up the transmission between any two

bits in order to take as much time as necessary to get a new word

from memory, to tuck an assembled word into memory, or to activate

an interrupt routine that sets up new input or output buffers.

Neither the sender nor the receiver should expect transmission to

take place at a pre—determined bit rate and each must be able to
. L .

pOint in theaccept arbitrary delays introduced by the other at any

,7

bit train.

IZXYS 4—2
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The design of an asynchronous interface was selected for

two reasons: first, because of the inherently asynchronous

nature of the process by which words of one length are fetched

from one machine and reformed into words of another length and

stored in another machine; and, secondly, because such a design

allows a variety of special Host/IMP interfaces to be designed

independent of stringent timing specifications that may be

difficult or impossible for certain Hosts to meet.

4.2 IMP/Host Handshaking

Figure “—2 shows a much simplified version of the control

logic for the bit—by—bit handshaking procedure. When PG #1

(Pulse Generator) fires, it turns off the Bit Available flip—

flop and a new data bit is shifted into position by the sender.

The Bit Available flip-flop is then turned back on, and, if (or

when) the receiver is ready to receive a bit, a There’s—Your—

Bit signal is sent to him. This triggers PG #2*, which shifts

in the new bit and shuts off the Ready-For—Next—Bit flip-flop.

When this indicator goes off, the sender knows that the bit has

been taken by the receiver. PG #1 then fires and shuts off the

Bit Available flip—flop in preparation for getting the next bit

ready for transmission. After the receiver has taken in the bit

and is ready to accept a new one, it turns the Ready—For—Next—

Bit flip—flop back on. The cycle then repeats.

*The on (+) transition of There's—Your—Bit triggers PG #2.
The off (i) transition of Beady—For—Next—Bit triggers PG #1.

J

1 1
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Each time the sender is notified that a bit has been accepted

(by the off transition of Ready-For—Next—Bit), a word length

counter is checked to see whether a new word must be fetched from

memory. Similarly when a bit is accepted at the receiver, it

may be necessary to tuck an assembled word into the memory before

registering readiness to receive another bit. In addition to

these obvious requirements, the simplified picture contains

critical race problems*, which have been carefully resolved in

the IMP's interface and must be similarly resolved in the Host's

special interface.

The receiver may choose either of two methods of handshaking,

a two—way or a four—way handshake. In the four—way handshake,

the receiver awaits the dropping of There‘s—Your—Bit before

raising Ready—For—Next—Bit. A full cycle of the four-way hand—

shake works as follows: The sender readies the next data bit

and the There's—Your—Bit signal is sent to the receiver (lSt cable

transit). The receiver takes in the bit and notifies the sender

by dropping Ready—For-Next—Bit (2nd cable transit). The sender

responds by dropping the There's—Your-Bit signal (3rd cable

transit) and after the receiver has noted this, the Ready—For—

Next—Bit signal can be turned back on (fith cable transit), regis—

tering preparedness for a new bit.

*For example, the race in shutting off the Ready—For—Next—Bit
flip—flop.

12/75 4-6
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The two—way handshake works as follows: The sender readies

the next data bit and the There's—Your-Bit signal is sent to the
t

receiver (lS cable transit). The receiver takes in the bit and
. . . . nd

notifies the sender by dropping Ready—For—Next—Bit (2 cable

transit). Instead of waiting for this signal to propagate to

the sender and the resultant dropping of There's-Your-Bit to

return, the receiver holds Ready—For—Next—Bit off for a brief

period and then turns it back on.

This method has two dangers that must be considered, both

arising from the situation where Ready—For—Next—Bit is off for

too short a time.

1) If Ready—For—Next—Bit is off for too short a period,“

the sender may never note that it went off and he

will continue to wait for the bit to be taken. The

IMP itself requires that the signal be off at the IMP

end of the cable for at least 50 nanoseconds for

local Hosts and for at least 1 usec for distant Hosts.*

2) If the receiver turns Ready—For—Next—Bit back on before

the There's-Your—Bit signal has been observed to go

off at the receiver’s end of the cable, then the re—

ceiver may mistakenly believe the new bit is ready to

be taken in. This problem is avoided if the receiver

*The 315 and 5l6 IMPs, in fact, always use the two—way procedure.
They do not wait for the There's—Your—Host—Bit signal to go off

but instead guarantee to hold the Ready—For—Next—Host—Bit signal
off for at least 1 usec. The Pluribus IMP uses the four—way
handshake.
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maintains a There‘s—Your—Next—Bit flip-flop which

is turned off when Ready—For-Next—Bit is turned

off and is turned on only by the leading edge

(on transition) of the There's—Your—Bit signal
from the sender.

For local Hosts, where the cable delays are insignificant,

either handshake procedure may be used. For distant Hosts,

where cable delays may be significant, the two-way handshake

procedure is recommended, in order to avoid placing an un—

necessary restriction on the maximum bit rate.

The IMP introduces some deliberate delays into this control

loop, both as a sender and as a receiver. Specifically, as a

sender, the IMP introduces approximately 10 usec of delay*

between the time that the Host indicates that it has taken one

bit and the time that the next bit is made available. As a re—

ceiver, the IMP shifts in the data bit and turns off the Ready—

For—Next—Bit signal shortly after the There's—Your—Bit signal

comes on. however, Heady—For—Next—Bit will not be turned on

again until about 10 usec* after There's—Your—Bit comes on. By

introducing these deliberate delays, the IMP slows down the rate

of information flow on the Host channels, thereby controlling

*These are minimum times assuming no IMP memory referen e i
required. Where a memory fetch or store is required,
will be increased by at least M usec.

CT'(3
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the maximum amount of IMP memory bandwidth that the channels can

consume. This control is essential to avoid usurping bandwidth

required for the store—and~forward functiooning of the IMP.

Because of the loop nature of the handshake procedure, the

Host can also introduce delays. However, knowing that the IMP

will limit the data rate, the Host should, in general, not intro-

duce further deliberate delays of its own. The delays we have

mentioned are adjustable and can be tuned so that the interface

operates at much higher speeds. At the time of installation of

a new IMP, the standard interface will be set to run the Host

channels at a lO—usec-per—bit rate. Once the IMP is connected

to the Host, both the input and the output channels will normal—

ly be tuned to operate at a maximum rate of 100 kilobits/second,

thereby lumping together the delays in the IMP interface and the

Host special interface.*

*Since the IMP as a receiver holds the Ready—For—Next—Bit signal

off for 10 usec, there does not appear to be any real need for
the Host to have a Bit—Available flip—flop go on and off on a

per—bit basis. The There‘s—Your—Bit line will go off when
Ready—For—Next—Bit goes off. However, the 10 usee delay is
subject to shrinkage; therefore, the Host should not rely on

this delay to provide time for the next bit to arrive —— even- -,._-n VVVVV .. .fi

if getting the bit amounts only to mOvihg a 011111: 1cglater Over
one p1ace
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4.3 End-of-Message Indication

A Host indicates the end of its message to the IMP by pre—

senting a Last—Host-Bit signal to the IMP together with the last

bit. This signal will generally occur somewhere in the middle

of an IMP word, i.e., with the input shift register in the stan—

dard interface only partially loaded. Additional padding bits

will then be shifted into the register, namely a single one

followed by enough zeroes (perhaps none) to fill up the register_

These additional bits are appended at the end of a Host message

by the hardware in the input section of the standard interface.

If the last data bit happens to just fill the shift register,

an additional IMP word consisting of a single one followed by

fifteen zeroes will be appended to the message. Alternatively,

if the single one happens to just fill the shift register, the

IMP padding will contain only this single one. At the destina—

tion, the IMP will indicate the end of the message to its Host

by presenting a Last—IMP-Bit signal to the Host together with

the last bit of the IMP padding. In general, this signal will

occur somewhere in the middle of a Host word, i.e., with the

input shift register in the special interface only partially

loaded. The Host must shift enough additional zeroes (perhaps

none) into this register to fill up the register.

4.4 Master Ready Lines

Whenever the IMP is ready, it holds closed a relay contact

that connects two wires (the IMP Master Ready and the IMP Ready

Test lines) in the Host cable. Figure M—3 illustrates how the

4
12/75 4'iG
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Host can employ this contact closure to ground a clamped logic

line whose polarity indicates readiness of the IMP*. Note that,

if the cable is removed at either end, the IMP appears to the

Host not to be ready. The relay contacts are a Normally—Open

pair and thus, if the IMP's power goes off, the line indicates

"not ready".

The relay closure is also controlled by the IMP program.

If the IMP detects a serious program failure, it initiates an

automatic recovery procedure. This same procedure is also

initiated by the Network Control Center under certain conditions.

Execution of the recovery procedure causes the relay to open;

successful recovery will eventually cause the relay to close

again.

Similarly, each Host must provide for its IMP a set of con—

tacts, which open when Host power goes off or whenever the Host

does not wish to communicate with the rest of the network for

an extended period.** The IMP will use this contact, in the

specific manner suggested above, to pass a signal ground around

to itself for testing Host readiness.

*The choice of ground as the interrogation level is obviously
arbitrary, and the Host may use any reasonable arrangement.

**See Section 3.2 for a more complete discussion of the alterna—
tives available to th Host for voluntarily stepping cemmunica—
tion with the rest of the network.

12/75 4—12
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The special Host interface should gate all incoming signals

with the signal (or its inverse) on the IMP Master Ready line in

order to avoid responding to meaningless transitions. Since the

Master Ready signal passes through a relay, it will, in general,

show contact bounce. When the IMP becomes ready (i.e., closes

its relay), it executes a programmed delay before the There's—

Your—IMP—Bit line becomes true. This delay covers the contact

bounce period and thus the Host need not worry about bounce on

the gated versions of this signal. (The IMP also executes a

programmed delay before beginning a new input operation. Since

there may however be errors in the current transmission to the

IMP, the Host should always send at least one NOP message after

seeing the IMP in a not—Ready state.)

The Host should provide similar p otect
d |_l on bv not permittingu If D

the There's—Your—Host—Bit signal to become true until after its

relay contacts have solidly finished closing.

4.5 Host Cable Connections

Following is a summary of the signals on the Host cable:

1. IMP Master Ready — The return for the IMP Ready

Test signal through the IMP's relay contact.

2. IMP Ready Test — The test signal sent to the IMP

to interrogate its ready status through the IMP’s

relay contacts. No more than 100 mamp should

flow in this wire and the IMP Master Ready wire.

3. Host Master Ready — The return for the Host—Ready—

Test signal through the Host's relay contact.

4-13 12/75
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A. Host Ready Test ~ The ground signal sent to the

Host to interrogate its ready status through the

Host's relay contacts. No more than 100 mamp

should flow in this wire and the Host Master Ready
wire.

5. Host-to—IMP Data Line — The data from the Host

should be changed for successive bits only after

the IMP's Ready—For—Next-Host—Bit signal goes off

indicating that the previous bit has been accepted.

6. There’s—Your-Host-Bit — This signal should be pre-

sented to the IMP by the Host as soon as the Host

has a bit available to transmit and the IMP is

indicating that it is Ready For Next Host Bit.

When the Ready—For-Next—Host—Bit signal goes off,

the There's—Your—Host—Bit signal should be removed.

This must be done in two ways, as shown in Figure

4—2 —— first by the AND gate between the Bit Avail—

able flip—flop and the Ready—For—Next-Bit signal,

and second by immediately turning off the Bit Avail—

able flip—flop itself.*

*At first glance this seems like duplication. However, when the
next bit becomes available, the Bit Available flip—flop will be
turned back on and yet the There's—Your—Bit signal should not
be sent unless the Ready—For—Next—Bit signal is on. Thus, the
need for the AND gate. Shutting off Bit Available is required
to avoid confusing the receiver with an old bit when a new

Beady—For—Next—Bit signal rmmes on.
_, w..- “*D.ie~.¢. vvaa
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10.

Ready—For—Next-Hoet—Bit — This signal will be pre—

sented to the Host whenever the IMP is waiting for

a transmission by the Host. Each time that the

Host gives the IMP a bit (via There‘s—Your—Host—

Bit , the Ready—For—Next—Host—Bit will go off after

the bit has been taken in. It will go back on

again within 10 usec unless a memory access is re—

quired (once every 16 bits). A much longer off

period will result when an IMP memory buffer

region fills, and an interrupt service routine

must operate before the IMP is ready for another

bit.

Last-Host—Bit — When the Host transmits the last

bit of a message, the Last—Host—Bit signal should

be sent to the IMP in conjunction with the There’s—

Your—Host—Bit signal. Specifically, the Last—Host-

Bit signal must come on no later than the There‘s—

Your—Host—Bit signal comes on, and should remain

on at least until Beady—For—Next—Host—Bit goes off.

The IMP will pad the message with a one followed by

enough zeroes (perhaps none) to fill the current

IMP word.

IMP-to-Host Data Line — The data for the Host will

be changed for successive bits only after the Host's

Ready—For—Next—IMP—Bit signal goes off, indicating

that the previous bit has been accepted.

There’s-Your—IMP—Bit — This signal will be presented
1

I. unfit L“ 1.1,. TM, n 4.1V. T1VI'D 1" k'
u muou L/J out? in? T1 a’ cue in- “as 3 ~14:
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Ready-For—Next—IMP—Bit signal. When the Ready—

For—Next—IMP—Bit goes off, the There's—Your—IMP—

Bit signal will be removed. It will not be

renewed until a new Ready—For-Next—IMP—Bit signal

arrives.

ll. Ready-For-Next-IMP—Bit — This signal should be pre-

sented to the IMP whenever the Host is ready to

receive information. Each time that the IMP gives

the Host a bit (via the There's-Your—IMP—Bit line),

the Ready—For—Next—IMP—Bit signal should go off

after the bit has been taken in. This notifies

the IMP that the bit has been taken and that a new

bit can be moved into position and made available.

Ready—For—Next—IMP—Bit should be off for at least

50 nanoseconds (l usec for distant Hosts) as seen

at the IMP before it goes back on again. It may,

of course, be off for as long as it takes the Host

to ready itself to receive the next bit.

12. Last-IMP—Bit — When the IMP transmits the last bit

of the source IMP's padding, the Last—IMP—Bit signal

will be sent to the Host in conjunction with the

There's-Your—IMP—Bit signal. Specifically, the

Last-IMP—Bit signal will come on no later than the

There's—Your—IMP—Bit signal. Last—IMP—Bit will

stay on for some arbitrary short time after There's—

Your—IMP—Bit goes off. The Host's interface must

not interrogate this line after the Ready—For—Next—

IMP—Bit signal has been turned off. The Host's

special interface should round out the last memory

word with zeroes, as required.

12/75 4-16
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The asynchronous (i.e., sequential) nature of the interface

causes stress to be laid on the order in which operations occur

rather than on their timing. Minimum on or off times for the

circuits in the IMP are 50 nanoseconds for a local Host and

l usec for a distant Host. Thus, for example, the Host's Ready-

For—Next—IMP—Bit line must be visibly down at the IMP for at

least this length of time before it is brought back up even if
4— ..-: 1,1 4. v. 4.1... 4. .2 41,-. 1-. 1.

the HOSt takes the bib ”HOPE QuiCnly U1 3.11 buau- Similarly, b

Host's Bit Available flip-flop must appear off to the IMP (via

the There's—Your-Host—Bit line) for at least 50 nanoseconds for

:r' (I)

local Hosts and l usec for distant Hosts. We expect that, in

general, much slower circuitry will be used, so that these mini-

mum times will present no problems. The IMP delays only a very

short time from the arrival of There‘s-Your—Host—Bit before

“ost‘s data bit or checking the Last—Host—Bit line.

However, for IMP-to—Host transmission, the IMP will guarantee

that the IMP data bit is on the line and the Last—IMP—Bit level

is correct at least 500 nanoseconds before turning on the There's—

Your-IMP—Bit signal. Thus, skews of under 500 nanoseconds in

the signals for Host—to-IMP transmission at the IMP end of the

cable will be removed by the IMP, but skews for IMP=t0=Host

transmission must be removed by the Host.

4.5.1 Connection to a Local Host

The nominal asserted level for all logic lines (Data, Ready-

For—Next-Bit, There's-Your—Bit, Last Bit) is +5 volts and the

unasserted level is ground (these are with respect to the IMP

signal ground). The driving and receiving circuits and speci-

fications are shown in Appendix G.

4—17 12/75
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The Host cable supplied with the 516 IMP and the Pluribus

IMP is 30 feet long and contains 12 RG 174/U coaxial conductors

with grounded shields. Host personnel must provide an appro—

priate connector for the Host end of the cable. The shield of

each conductor is connected to signal ground at the IMP connector.

Each cable is labelled with the IMP connector pin number corres—

ponding to the center lead of the coaxial conductor. These

wires are assigned as indicated in Figure 4—H for the 516 IMP;

that is, the number in the figure corresponds to the number on

the label attached to each coaxial conductor. Pluribus IMP

connections are pictured in Figure 4—6. All shields should

be connected to signal ground in the Host. DC amplifiers are

used for line driving and, by this means, we expect to couple

the signal ground systems as tightly as possible.

The Host cable supplied with the 316 IMP is 30 feet long

and contains 32 twisted pairs. The cable is terminated at the

IMP end with a paddle card which plugs directly into the 316

Host interface. Each pair of the cable consists of a colored

wire and a black wire numbered with the pin number of the paddle

card to which the colored wire is connected. All black wires

connect to the paddle card signal ground. Host personnel must

provide an appropriate connector for the Host end of the cable.

The wires are assigned as in Figure 4—5. All twisted pair

grounds should be connected to signal ground in the Host. DC

amplifiers are used for line drivers and the signal ground sys—

tems of the Host and IMP should be as highly coupled as possible.
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4.5.2 Connection to a Distant Host

Connection to a distant Host necessitates the use of balanced

lines and requires that a Host pay careful attention to dif—

ferentials in ground potential. The distant Host's special inter—

face must provide balanced drivers and receivers. Ground iso-

lation is provided by the IMP.

The Host must supply a shielded cable containing multiple
twisted pairs of #20 (or heavier) gauge wire. The characteristic

impedance (20) must be approximately 120 ohms. The wires may be
either individually shielded or may have a single shield cover—

ing all pairs. The shield is used to carry the Host’s ground
reference and should have very low resistance. There must be

at least l0 pairs in the cable, and we strongly recommend that

at least two spare pairs be carried (see Figure U—7). A suit—

able cable is Direct Burial Cable, REA Specification PE—23,
lQAWG conductors, 12 pairs.

At the IMP side the cable must be terminated in a

MS24266R18B31PN (Amphenol 48—16R18—31P) plug with a M827291-5

clamp and MS2425M—2OP contacts. Pair and Pin assignments are

shown in Figure 4—7. Note that the cable shield(s) should be

connected to pin 31 and not to the connector shell.

The cable shields should be very solidly connected to the

Host's signal ground, which should be connected to the third—

wire power ground at the Host computer. C isolation is done

at the IMP end of the cable to prevent significant currents from

12!75 4-22
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flowing through the shields. This isolation is accomplished by

transformer coupling the signals. All signals from the distant

Host must therefore have transition times of less than 100 nano—

seconds, and must remain in each state for at least 1 usec

between transitions.

The logic signals on the pairs of the cable (Data, Ready—

For—Next—Bit, There's—Your—Bit, Last—Bit) are balanced voltage

signals with each side terminated at the driver in 62 ohms to

ground. Thus, the terminating impedance is 124 ohms, and matches

the cable impedance. The asserted logic signal drives the odd—

numbered connector pin of each pair to +0.5 volts, and the other

pin to —O.5 volts, producing a differential signal of 1.0 volt.

The unasserted signal switches the polarity of this pair. There

is no voltage drop across the cable since the receiver is un—

terminated. This produces a step reflection at the receiver

which is absorbed at the transmitter. At the Host end, the

transmitters should terminate the cable in 120 ohms across each

signal pair.

Standard 6—Volt IMP logic signals are converted to dif-

ferential signals by the line drivers and from differential

signals to 6—volt logical signals by the receivers. Drawings

for the drivers and receivers used in the IMP are shown in

Appendix D.

The Host should provide drivers and receivers similar to

those used in the IMP. Use of these exact circuits is accept—

able, as is use of any other circuits capable of driving and re—

ceiving a differential signal of 1.0 volts centered around

ground. Care should be taken to preserve proper signal polarity

in the cable.
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5. IMP BACKGROUND PROGRAMS

In this section we describe the formats and procedures that

a Host should use to communicate with one or more of the back-

ground programs that run with the operational IMP program.

These programs are called TTY, DEBUG, PARAMETER—CHANGE, DISCARD,

TRACE and STATISTICS. The procedure for communicating with an
A"! . nan“:TINT l'l'l “4—s- n 4.— ,Zl LA 4 4—1nn P4 né— “ 4-

_L1'1P lulcuypc _LD ucourlucd in uuc llfou yafu O 1"

P 4— AJ. Ullc
section,

and a typical Host will ordinarily have no reason to use any

program other than TTY. The other sections, therefore, can

generally be omitted from study. However, certain HoSts, such

as the Network Measurement Center and the Network Control

Center, will need to know the information contained in the latter

sections.

Messages to or from an IMP background program are called

IMP messages and are distinguished from regular Host messages

by the Host field of the leader -— the four highest Host numbers

are used.* IMP messages are processed by the operational program

as if they were Host messages, thus efficiently utilizing the

existing program structure. The Host Source or Destination field

of the leader identifies the source or destination of IMP mes—

sages, as indicated in Table 5—1.

TABLE 5—]

For IMP Host field From IMP

to IMP Teletype (TTY) 252 from IMP Teletype (TTY)

to DEBUG 253 from DEBUG

to PARAMETER-CHANGE 25A from TRACE

to DISCARD 255 from STATISTICS

* See Sections 3.3 and 3.A

5-] 12/75
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The background programs are sometimes referred to col—

lectively as the fake Hosts. For each message to or from a fake

Host, a RFNM is returned, just as with a regular Host—to—Host

message.

A six—word leader must be provided for each IMP message.

The source Host should include this leader at the beginning of

each For IMP message in the usual fashion, specifying the par—

ticular background program with the Host field. When a mes-

sage originates from an IMP background program, the IMP must

have access to a leader to affix to the front of the message.

A Host that activates the TRACE or STATISTICS programs is

expected to provide (once only) a leader for the resulting

messages, using PARAMETER-CHANGE. In the special case of DEBUG,

messages are always returned to the Host that is using the DEBUG

program. A Teletype user may specify the leader for TTY messages

directly.*

Messages to Host 252 will be typed on the destination IMP

Teletype. Similarly, messages from Host 252 originate from the

source IMP Teletype. The other entries in Table 5—1 can be

interpreted straightforwardly. Messages to PARAMETER—CHANGE

affect the value of selected IMP parameters; messages to DISCARD

Aare thrown away; DEBUG messages are normally used in conjunction

with the IMP Teletype for local debugging but may be used with

any other IMP Teletype or Host program to aid in remote debugging;

messages from TRACE and STATISTICS contain measurement informa—

tion. TRACE and STATISTICS transmit messages but do not receive

them; conversely, PARAMETER—CHANGE and DISCARD receive messages

* The operation of the TTY and DEBUG facilities is described

fully in the IMP Operating Manual, BBN Report No. 1877.
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but do not send any. Both TTY and DEBUG can send and receive

messages. The operational program restricts the use of DEBUG

and PARAMETER-CHANGE to authorized users.

A From IMP message contains the 96-bit leader followed by

text and padding. The text of a From IMP message is either pure

binary text or ASCII characters. The binary From IMP messages

are always multiples of 16 bits, ending with a 16—bit word con—

taining padding, i.e., a one followed by 15 zeroes. The text

of ASCII—character messages contains a multiple of 8-bit charac—

ters packed two to an IMP word. The first character is stored

in the eight high—order bits, the following character in the

eight low—order bits, and so forth. When the number of charac—

ters is odd, padding occurs in the second half of the last word;

when the number of characters is even, the entire last word is

devoted to padding.

5.1 TTY

It is possible to send messages from the IMP Teletype to any

Host or to any IMP in the network; likewise, it is possible to

send messages from any Host or IMP in the network to an IMP

Teletype.*

If bit 22 (one of the leader flags) in the leader is equal

to zero, the TTY program interprets the text of messages to the

IMP Teletype as 8—bit ASCII characters. These characters are

printed literally, e.g., separate line feed and carriage return.

If bit 22 is equal to one, the words are printed separately as

octal numbers, one word per line.

rent. no flQflTT fir binarv messages from the
v __.._

H111 VLILO ________

IMP Teeletype nd for defining TTY leaders from the keyboard is
described in the Operating Manual.

*I'Tho hr: r-J.,.L\/ :44. O (D

(DH e afer
13
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The text of messages from TTY either contain 8—bit ASCII

characters (packed two to each word) as typed at the IMP Tele—

type, or binary text as is required, for example, by the PARA—

METER—CHANGE program. Teletype—to—Teletype communication in

general will not involve binary text, although bit 22 can be

set in the leader of messages from TTY.

5.2 DEBUG

The debug program is primarily a tool for debugging the

operational IMP program. It allows registers in core to be

inspected while the system is running.

Any access to DEBUG other than from the Network Control

Center requires that sense switch A be turned on at the site.

Sites must not change the setting of sense switch 4 without

the express permission of the Network Control Center. Pluribus

IMPs do not have physical switches; a program switch is used

to protect this feature. Coordination with the Network Control

Center will be necessary for site use of DEBUG.

Network messages sent to DEBUG are interpreted as a

sequence of ASCII characters that specify debug commands as

if the commands had been typed at the local IMP Teletype.

Network messages from DEBUG should be interpreted as an ASCII

character sequence that constitutes DEBUG's response to a

received command.*

* A list of the various debug commands and a description of
their operation are given in the IMP Operating Manual.

12/75 5—4
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5.3 PARAMETER—CHANGE

The parameter change routine allows a Host to specify the

value of IMP parameters used in tracing and statistics gather—

ing.* These parameters are primarily leaders for trace and

statistics messages and ON-OFF switches. The parameters that

currently may be specified are listed below. Both the para—

meter number and its value must be specified to change any

parameter. The IMP is not vulnerable to the inadvertent mis-

setting of these parameters. However, some Hosts may be

affected if a mis-setting causes unexpected, or unwanted, mes—

sages to be delivered to the wrong Host. Furthermore, the net-

work performance can be seriously degraded by improper and

excessive usage of the statistics messages. For these reasons

access to PARAMETER—CHANGE is administratively controlled by

the Network Control Center; a destination dead message will be

returned to any Host which sends messages to PARAMETER-CHANGE

without prior arrangement with the Network Control Center.

PARAMETER—CHANGE expects to receive a message whose text

consists of consecutive pairs of IMP words, the first of which

is a parameter number and the second of which is the parameter

value. Within a single message to PARAMETER—CHANGE, the order

of parameters is unimportant; however, parameters should be set

in a logical order (e.g., leader contents before enabling flags).

The twelve reserved parameters are used for reports to the Net—

work Control Center and may not be changed. At initialization

all other parameter values are reset to zero.

* The IMP Teletype can be used to send messages to PARAMETER—
CHANGE. The use of semicolon delimiters and colons to denote

octal input are described in the IMP Operating Manual.

5-5 12/75
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It is only necessary to specify four parameters for each

leader, since the first word of any leader is a constant, and

the sixth word of the leader (message length) will be set to 0.

Parameter

Number

(Octal)

O.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

1a.

15.

16.

32/75

Trace Flag

Snapshot Flag

Cumulative Statistics

Message Generator

Reserved

Reserved

Packet Trace Flag

Trace Leader

Snapshot Leader

Cumulative Statistics
Leader

Message Generator
Leader

Reserved

Reserved

Trace Leader

Snapshot Leader

Tracing is enabled when this

flag is nonzero.

Snapshots are enabled when

this flag is nonzero.

Enabled when this flag is
nonzero.

Enabled when this flag is
nonzero.

Packet tracing is enabled when

this flag is nonzero,

Fifth word

Fifth word

Fifth word

Fifth word

Fourth word

Fourth word

('5‘)
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17.

20.

21.

22.

2D.

25-

26.

Cumulative Statistics

Leader

Message Generator
Leader

Reserved

Reserved

Trace Leader

Snapshot Leader

Cumulative Statistics

Leader

Message Generator
Leader

Reserved

Reserved

Trace Leader

Snapshot Leader

Cumulative Statistics

Reserved

Reserved

Autotrace Interval

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Fourth Word

Fourth Word

ms

”nird Word

Third Word

Third Word

Third Word

Second Word

Second Word

Second Word

Second Word

If this value is equal to N,
the trace bit will be set to

one on every Nth message from

the Hosts (including Fake
Hosts). The trace bit will
not be set if N=0. Parameter

mow hang ‘T‘waceU LLluJ 1.1qu gall-d VUIL“\4 I Anal. ‘1

messages are never autotraced.

5-7 12/75
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40.

Ml.

42.

46.

12/75

1822

Snapshot Frequency

Cumulative Statistics

Frequency

Message Generator

Frequency

Reserved

Reserved

Message Generator

Length

Packet Trace Interval

Round Trip Time Units

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

The minimum time between

executions of the snapshot

program, measured in 25.6 ms

units (e.g., a value of

408 implies 0.82 seconds).
The frequency must be a power
of 2.

The minimum time between

executions of the cumulative

statistics program, measured

in 25.6 ms units (e.g., a

value of 10008 implies 13
seconds). The frequency must
be a power of 2.

The minimum time between

executions of the message

generator program, measured
in 25.6 ms units. If set to

zero, the next message is

sent immediately (without
waiting for a RFNM). The

frequency must be a power of 2.

The message length is IMP
words exclusive of leader

and padding.

If this value is equal to N,
the trace bit will be set to

one on every Nth packet

passing through the IMP.
The trace bit will not be

set if N=0. Parameter 6 must
be non—zero.

Units for round trip time
statistics —— value of from

0 to 16. Time is measured in

100 microseconds times 2 to the

power of this parameter, e.g.

0:100 microseconds, 1:200 micro—

seconds, 2:UOC microseconds, etc.

5-8
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50. Auto Trace If zero, messages to any
Destination IMP destination are autotraced.

Otherwise, only messages to
the destination IMP equal to
this parameter and destination

Host equal to parameter 51 are

autotraced.

51. Auto Trace

Destination Host

52. Auto Trace Source IMP If zero, messages from any
source are autotraced. Other—

wise, only messages from the

source IMP equal to this para—

meter and source Host equal to
parameter 53 are autotraced.

53. Auto Trace Source
Host

5.4 DISCARD

This routine discards messages and returns a RFNM to the

source. It is primarily Useful in testing and performing measure—

ments. DISCARD also happens to be the eventual repository for

overlong messages and other undeliverable messages. In those

cases, an Incomplete Transmission message is returned to the

source Host.

5.5 TRACE

The trace program forms a record that 1) identifies each

traced packet and 2) contains a history of its processing

through the IMP. This program is extremely useful in studying

aspects of network activity such as routing, queueing, and IMP

processing. The trace message is transmitted from fake Host 25“.

5-9 12/75
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A trace message is built by an IMP whenever the following

three conditions hold: 1) the trace flag is non—zero, 2) a

packet arrives with its Trace bit equal to one, and 3) a block

of trace storage is available to record the trace information.

Tracing will not occur if the trace flag is off, even if the

Trace bit is equal to one. The trace flag is turned on by

setting parameter 0 to a non—zero value using PARAMETER—CHANGE.

The Trace bit in the message leader may be set to one either

directly by the source Host or by the source IMP using the

autotrace interval parameter, parameter 37 (octal). The use of

autotracing can be made selective by the use of parameters 50

through 53 (octal). The Trace bit may also be set through the

use of the packet trace feature. If paramater 6 is on, then

the IMP will turn on the Trace bit in every Nth packet, where

N is given by the Packet Trace interval, parameter #6 (octal).

Storage blocks are reserved in the IMP for recording the

trace information. Occasionally, a packet may arrive with the

Trace bit set when the trace blocks are momentarily all filled.

In that case, an overflow indication is recorded and the packet

is not traced by that IMP. A trace message is sent as soon as

all the trace data are available.

A single trace message may contain several trace blocks,

each block corresponding to a single packet. If, for example,

a three—packet message is traced, the source IMP may generate

three trace messages; the destination IMP, however, may generate

only one trace message containing all three trace blocks.

The first six words of the message contain the trace message

leader. The seventh word currently contains a one. The eighth

word is an overflow register that will be nonmzero whenever a

32/75 5-]G
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packet that should have been traced was not, due to a lack of

trace storage. A message from the trace program has the format

shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5—2 shows the format of a trace block. The first

word of each trace block indicates the time at which the

last bit of the packet arrived. The second word is the time

at which the packet was processed on the task queue. The third

word contains the time at which the IMP started to transmit the

packet. For packets to the Host, the fourth word denotes the

time that transmission to the Host ended. For packets sent out

over a communication circuit, the fourth word denotes the time

the acknowledgment was received for that packet. Five words

taken from the IMP header of the traced packet occupy words

5 to 9. The last word contains the input channel on which

the packet arrived, and the output channel onto which the

packet was transmitted. For packets transmitted to the

Host, the channel is equal to the Host number. Both lines

and Hosts are numbered starting at zero. In this last word

of each trace block, the high order 2 bits normally have the

value 28. A value of 38 indicates that the raced packet had
to be rerouted onto another line and the channel number refers

to the unsuccessful attempt; another trace block will eventually

be generated with the new channel number and those bits equal

to 28. The next 6 bits contain the length in words of the

packet, excluding 8 words of IMP overhead (acknowledges plus
header).

The type of packet traced can be deduced from the source

and destination of the traced packet and the source of the

traced message. RFNMs are never traced. The trace times are

measured in lOO—usec units.

5-11 12/75
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LEADER

TRACE BLOCK 1

TRACE BLOCK N

100 000 (OCTAL) PADDING

 
Fig. 5-1 TRACE MESSAGE FORMAT

12/75 542
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 ARRIVAL TlME

QUEUE PLACEMENT TIME

SENT TIME

ACKNOWLEDGE TIME

DESTINATION BLOCK

MESSAGE NUMBER NUMBER

:Mrfr LEADER PACKET RACKETFLAGS NUMBER

DESTINATION IMP

INPUT OUTPUTEl DAT“ “"67” CHANNEL CHANNEL

 
 

  

Pig. 5—2 TRACE BLOCK FORMAT
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5.6 STATISTICS

The statistics programs in the IMP can perform three dif—

ferent functions, each of which may be activated independently

using the parameter—change routine. These functions are 1)

taking shapshots, 2) recording cumulative statistics, and

3) generating artificial traffic. When one or more of these

functions is activated, the IMP performs the designated activity

and, except for the artificial traffic, transmits a separate

message containing the recorded information to the selected

destination.

The three message leaders may be independently selected

using PARAMETER—CHANGE.

Statistics programs run in the background loop of the

operational program and have lower priority than the handling

of regular traffic. Should an IMP become compute—bound, the

running of any statistics program is deferred until time is

available. Each program is run to completion before another

statistics program is executed.

A schedule of execution times for the statistics programs

is determined by a synchronization procedure between IMPs which

allows the snapshot program to run at approximately the same

time in different IMPs. Further, it permits the cumulative

statistics program in each IMP to be run in order of IMP

number. Each IMP regulates its measurement interval according

to its own IMP number relative to the total possible number of

IMPs. For example, if the total # of IMPs is 64, and parameter #1

(octal) were set to 63 seconds in several IMPs at time T, IMP l would
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run cumulative statistics at t=T+l, T+65, T+l29, etc. IMP 5

would run cumulative statistics at t=T+5, T+69, T+l33, and so

on. Each statistics program is assigned a minimum time that

must elapse between scheduled executions. This time is deter—

mined by the frequency assigned to that statistics program using

PARAMETER—CHANGE. At the beginning of each pass through the

background loop, a test is made to determine whether the

minimum time has elapsed from the time the program was last

scheduled to be run (it need not necessarily have been executed

then). If the elapsed time has not exceeded the minimum time,

the program is not run. During periods of sufficiently heavy

traffic, the actual time between certain executions of a

statistics program may be considerably above the minimum

scheduled time.

Statistics messages are transmitted from fake Host 255.

A buffer is normally always set up for transmitting statistics-

messages, but only one buffer at a time may be set up. There—

fore, when more than one program is to be run, the statistics

programs are executed in the following order. First the snap—

shot routiue is run and its data is transmitted; then the

cumulative statistics program is run and its data transmitted,

the cumulative statistics having already been taken while the

operational program was running; and, finally, the message gener—

ator is run.

In the current version of the system the number of Hosts,

NH, is equal to U; the number of fake Hosts, FH, is equal to 43

the number of channels, CH, is 5; and the number of IMPs, NIMP,

is 64. The quantities NH, FH, CH and NIMP are incorporated

as parameters in the IMP program and are set at assembly time.
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At a minimum, these quantities should be assembly parameters of

any program that decodes messages from the statistics program.

Ideally, these parameters should be runtime parameters of the

decoding program since they may eventually be site—dependent

and are transmitted in the snapshot and cumulative statistics

messages.

5.6.1 Snapshots

These messages contain information about the instantaneous

state of the IMP, such as the length of queues, routing tables,

etc. Other functions of the IMP required for processing packets

are not inhibited while a snapshot is taken; consequently the

snapshot is only a close approximation of an instantaneous

picture. Snapshots taken at different IMPs in the network are

approximately synchronized.

The leader is specified by parameters 32, 2M, l6, and 10

(octal). The first word of data is a 5 and the second data

word is the global time (in 25.6—msec units) that the message

was transmitted. Data words 3—6 specify NH, FH, CH, and NIMP,

respectively. The statistics and the padding word follow as

shown in Figure 5—3.

The next 2*(NH+FH)+H words contain queue lengths as listed

in Table 5—2. The next 2*NIMP words contain the current IMP

routing table and the delay table in alternating words. The

first word of each pair contains the current output line, i.e.,

the route, to IMF i in the high—order 8 bits (all ones if the

IMP is down or unreachable). The second word contains the
Tvrr

current delay/hop data, i.e., the route status, to in? i; the.‘L.

eleven low—order bits contain the delay in arbitrary units, and
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'————-__——.__

l I|_- LEADER

 
2*(NH+ FH)+4

WORDS QUEUE LENGTHS E

 
2*NIMP

WORDS i i

RUT TO IMP NIMP

RST TO IMP NIMP

100 000 (OCTAL) '

  

 
  

 

PADDING
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Order of Queue Lengths in Snapshot Statistics

NH

NH+l

NH+FH

NH+FH+l

2*NH+FH

2*NH+FH+1

2*(NH+FH)

2*(NH+FH)+1

2*(NH+FH)+2

2*(NH+FH)+3

2*(NH+FH)+M

Regular queue to Host 0

Regular queue to Host NH—l

Regular queue to fake Host 0

Regular queue to fake Host FH—l

Priority queue to Host 0

Priority queue to Host NH-l

Priority queue to fake Host 0

Priority queue to fake Host FH—l

Free Storage queue
Store—and—Forward buffers in use

Reassembly buffers in use

Heassembiy buffers allocated

(J1 mud
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the five high—order bits contain the minimum number of hops

(i.e., the number of IMPs along the shortest path)..

5.6.2 Cumulative Statistics

The leader for cumulative statistics is specified by

parameters 33, 25, 17, and ll (octal). As shown in Figure S—H,

the first word of data is 2; the second word is the time in 25.6

msec units; data words 3—6 specify NH, FH, CH, and NIMP, respec—

tively; then follow HM+2*(NH+FH)+2*NIMP+13*CH words of statistics

and the padding word. The majority of Host statistics are

combined into a single set of statistics. The individual

behavior of Hosts 0, l, 2, and 3 is thus unavailable.

1:1 v; 4"]r‘ 4—1».J.‘ J. LI 4—n4—4n4—4n11 U U Um in An4—D G. J.D .LbD U D
e a a, the l s

histogram of message length (in packets) input to the IMP from

the NH real Hosts. The first word of the histogram contains

the number of two—packet messages; the second word contains the

number of three-packet messages, etc.

The next 6 words contain a histogram of the number of

(IMF) words of data for all last packets of messages input to

the IMP from the NH real Hosts. The first word of the histo—

gram is a count of the number of packets containing 0—1 data

words and the remaining words of the histogram count (in order)

the number of packets containing 2—3 words, 4—7 words, 8—15

words, 16—31 words, and 32-63 words. The sum of these 6 words

minus the sum of the first 15 words gives the number of single—

packet messages.

The next word contains a number which is the sum of the num—

ber of (IMP) words in the last packet of each message sent by

each of the NH real Hosts during the measurement interval.
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LEADER

NIMP

CH

CH

HISTOGRAM 0F

15 MESSAGE LENGTH CH
TO IMP (IN PACKETS)

HISTOGRAM OF C“
5 LAST PACKET LENGTH

(IN IMP WORDS)

IMP wORO IN ' CH
LAST PACK TS

HISTOGRAM 0F CH
15 MESSAGE LENGTH

TO HOST (IN PACKETS)

HISTOGRAM OF

6 LAST PACKET LENGTH CH .. 2
(IN IMP WORDS)
' IMP WORD IN

LAST PACK T5 6
oI-I‘IITL‘I.L II‘é’sI's'IIEG'Es

N” + F” FROM EACH HOST
TOTAL NUMBER

NH + FH OF CONTROL MESSAGES
TO EACH HOST

SUM OF ALL

ROUND TRIP TIMES

N'MP TO EACH
DESTINATION

 
6*(CH-II

 
 

 TOTAL NUMBER OF

ROUND TRIPS TO

EACH DESTINATION
  

  
# HELLO MESSAGES

SENT PER CHANNEL

# DATA WORDS
SENT PER CHANNEL

# INPUTS RECEIVED

FROM EACH CHANNEL

# ERRORS DETECTED
FROM EACH CHANNEL

# I-HEARD-YOU
PACKETS RECEIVED

FROM EACH CHANNEL

# FREE BUFFER LIST
EMPTY PER CHANNEL

CHANNEL WORDS OVERFLOWS

 
  
 
  
  
  

  
 

  
 
 

 

UNUSED

HISTOGRAM 0F PACKET
L ENGTH FOR CHANNEL O

HISTOGRAM OF PACKET
LENGTH FOR CHANNEL 1

 
  

 
  

HISTOGRAM OF PACKET
LENGTH FOR CHANNEL CH-I

100 000 (OCTAL)  

F'IQ. 5-4 CUMULATIVE STATISTICS MESSAGE FORMAT
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The next 22 words contain statistics, analogous to the 22

words of statistics described above, fornmssagesto the NH real

Hosts.

The next NH+FH words contain a count of the total number of

messages (including control messages) from each Host in the order

real Host O,l,...NH—l,Fake Host 0,1,...FH—l; these are followed

by another NH+FH words containing a count of the total number of

control messages to the Hosts, in the same order as above.

Next, there are two NIMP—word tables. The first table

contains the sum of the times for all round trips of messages

to each destination in 800-usec units. The second table contains

the total number of round trips to each destination.

Then come seven CH—word blocks. In block 1 is contained

the number of hello messages sent on each channel; in block 2

the number of data words sent; in block 3 the number of inputs

received from the modems; in block H the number of errors

detected on modem inputs; in block 5 the number of l—heard—you

packets received; in block 6 the number of times the modem

routine found the free buffer list empty. In block 7 the first

word gives the number of times that any of the NIH? round trip

time counters overflowed. The next word gives the number of

times that any of the CH counters for the data words sent per

channel overflows. The remaining CH—2 words (currently 3) are

unused.

Finally, there are CH 6-word histograms of packet length

transmitted on each modem circuit. The format is the same as

for the lengths of the last packets of messages received from

the Hosts, as described above.
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5.6.3 Message Generator

The leader for the message generator is set up using para—

meters 34, 26, 20, and 12 (octal). The message generator is

turned on using parameter 3. The number of IMF words in each

message is specified by parameter 45 (octal) and does not

include the leader and padding. The length may vary from zero,

namely just a leader plus one word of padding, to the length of

a full 8—packet message. If a length greater than 777 (octal)

is specified, only the low—order bits will be used.

The generator interval is specified using parameter 42

(octal). This parameter indicates how many 25.6—msec intervals

should occur between messages. If this value is zero, the

next message will be sent immediately. The user will Often wish

to discard these messages at the destination IEP.
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APPENDIX A

OLD-STYLE LEADER FORMATS
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This Appendix is included for completenessto retain a

specification of a previous Host/IMP leader format. Hosts

already using these formats will be supported into the indefi-

nite future, but it is strongly recommended that new implemen—

tations use the current formats, and that other Hosts switch

over to the current formats as soon as possible as it will be

impossible to address the full range of Hosts on the network

using the old formats.

It should be noted here that backward compatibility will

also be maintained for Hosts using this older format and

connected to the IMP as Very Distant Hosts. The VDH package

in the IMP will be capable of correct operation with either

the two or six-word leaders.

A.1 Host—to—IMP Leader Format

For the most part, the various fields in this format

correspond to, or are subsets of, fields in the Host—to—IMP

leader format described in Section 3.3. Fields or subfields

in Section 3.3 that are not explicitly contained in these

formats are given a default value, as noted in the text.

1

‘R’I
O
R
I
T
Y

5 B 9 IO N 16 17 28 29 324

O
C

MESSAGE _
1 TYPE SUB TYPE
L

FIG. A-l OLD-STYLE HOST-TO-IMP LEADER FORMAT

TIN
 

 
DESTF

"mow DESTINATION
HOST IMP

DID-i0'  
  O    "1
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Bit 1 Priority -

Corresponds to bit 33, Section 3.3

Bit 2 For IMP -

Used to specify a Fake Host. If equal to one, causes the

following mapping of values from bits 9—10 of this format

to bits fil-fi8 of Section 3.3:

O - 252

l - 253

2 — 254

3 - 255

Bit 3 Trace -

Corresponds to bit 21,8ection 3.3.

Bit 4 Octal -

Corresponds to bit 22, Section 3.3 and has a predefined

meaning (octal print) for Host 252 (TTY) only.

Bits 5-8 Message Type -

Correspond to bits 25—32, Section 3.3, with the following

exceptions:

a) The subtype of type 0 (regular) messages will be

ignored, and a subtype of 0 always used. Therefore

subtypes l and 2 cannot be specified. Type 3 messages

will be converted to type 0, subtype 3.

"TL- "..L‘J—V“n APl u .L
“e M II (MAP) mac's

k\ 4.
L.) unfie ”T mu nipouames W15

and a subtype of always used.
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Bits 9 - 10 Destination Host -

Correspond to bits 41—H8, Section 3.3; also affected by
bit 2 (For IMP).

Bits ii - 16 Destination IMP —

Correspond to bits U9—64, Section 3.3

Bits 17 - 28 Message-id —

Correspond to bits 65—76, Section 3.3

Bits 29 - 32 Sub-type -

Correspond to bits 77—80, Section 3.3, with exceptions
noted above.

The other fields of section 3.3 not specified above are

given the following default values:

a) Bits 23—24 (leader flags) — ,0:

b) Bits 38—40 (maximum message size) — 7 (8 packet max).

0) Bits 81—96 (message length) — Z (information not needed).

A.2 IMP-to-Host Leader Format

As in Section A.l, there is a correspondence of bits in

this format to those in section 3.4.
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8 9 IO 11 16 17 28 29 32

' ‘ MESSAGE smncz SOURCE | _ -

‘ I l l l TYPE lHOST‘ IMP I MESSAGE ID lsus TYPEl

FIG. A-2 OLD—STYLE IMP-TO—HOST LEADER FORMAT

0|

-<—1—xoan:—- 1::-30011N "10»le0G rpqnoA

Bit 1 Priority —

Corresponds to bit 33, Section 3.4.
F Inn

rrom IN —CU .a;. HP [‘0

Used to specify a Fake Host. If equal to one, causes

the following mapping of values from bits 9-10 of this

format to bits 41—48 of Section 3.4:

O — 252

l - 253

2 — 254

3 — 255

Bit 3 Trace —

Corresponds to bit 21, Section 3.4.

Bit 4 Octai -

Corresponds to hit 22, Section 3.4.
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Bits 5 - 8 Message Type -

Corresponds to bits 25-32, Section 3.“, with the following

exceptions:

a) Types ll, 12, 13, and l“ are never used.

b) Type 0 subtype 3 (uncontrolled packets) messages,

described in Section 3.7, are delivered to the Host

as type 3 messages.

Bits 9 - 10 Source Host —

Correspond to bits ul—UB, Section 3.4; also affected by

bit 2 (From IMP).

Bits ll - 16 Source IMP -

Correspond to bits H9—6H, Section 3.fl.

Bits 17 — 28 Message-id -

('D C3
Correspond to bits 65—75, S -tion 3.fl.

Bits 29 - 32 Sub-type —

Correspond to bits 7?—BC, Section 3.fl.

E2/75 Awfi
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APPENDIX B

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOST IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE HOST/IMP INTERFACE
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This Appendix recommends a plan for Host implementation of

the Host/IMP interface, both the hardware and the lowest—level

Host software which drives the hardware. In particular, the

software discussed here has the tasks of input and output, de—

tection of errors, and management of the Ready lines. Figures

B—l and B—2 provide simplified Schematic drawings of the Host

interface hardware.

B.1 Ready Line Philosophy

The actions which should be taken when transitions occur on

the Ready line have the objective of reliably resynchronizing

transmission after a temporary lapse of service, and possible

loss of state information by either the IMP or the Host.

First, consider the IMP Ready line. When it drops, the IMP

has suffered a possible loss of state, so the message in transit

from the IMF to the Host (if any) is likely to be incomplete.

Similarly, the message in transit from the Host to the IMP (if

any) is likely to be incomplete. Both the Host and the IMP

must recognize this explicitly by sending a message intended to

be discarded (for example, a NOP) and discarding the message

currently being received. (Note that the discardable mes—

sage may be appended to some other message already partly re—

ceived.)

The simplest arrangement for the Host's interface driver is

a pair of processes, one sending messages and the other receiv—

ing messages. A drop of the IMP's ready line must be provided

as an error status bit to each process. However, the two pro—

cesses will need to clear this condition independently: the

simplest implementation is an Input Error flop and an Output

12/75 8-2
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Error flop. Both flops are set by a drop of the IMP's ready

line, and they are cleared independently under program control.

When the IMP raises its ready line, each contact bounce will

he Error flops in the Host’s interface. To insure

that messages are not flowing across the interface at this time,

assertions of the signals There's—YOur—IMP—Bit and Ready—For?
Next—Host—Bit have been delayed sufficiently in the TMP to

guarantee that the IMP ready line has stabilized.

B-5 12/75
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8.2 Programming the I/O Routines

System startup or restart requires the initialization step

of clearing the Host Ready flop (driving the relay controlling

the Host Ready line), waiting at least 1/2 second, and setting

the Host Ready flop. Restarting the following two (asynchronous)

interface driver processes will then properly resynchronize Host—

IMP communication.

INPUT: Wait until an input buffer is available

Wait until IMP ready

Start input

Wait until input is complete

IF Input Error

THEN clear Input Error

Comment: Discard erroneous message; reuse
buffer

ELSE queue message on input queue

GOTO INPUT

OUTPUT: Wait until a message is present on output queue

Wait until IMP ready

Start output

Wait until output is complete

IF Output Error

THEN clear Output Error

Comment: Save erroneous message for
retransmission

ELSE remove message from output queue

GOTO OUTPUT

The IMP Ready line and error flops should only affect the pro—

cesses above; this interface resynchronization should be

12/75 I B-6
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invisible to both the process which interprets IMP—to—Host mes-

sages (it will be resynchronized by the lmP-to—nost type 10 mes—

sage) and to any user software.

Actually, it is possible to share a single Error flop be—

tween the input and output processes by.implementing Input Error

and Output Error as software flags. A process testing for error

must test both the Error flop and its own flag. An interlock

is required (e.g., a mutual exclusion semaphore) to guarantee

that only one process at a time is testing and modifying the

flags. If the Error flop is set, the process must copy it into

the other process' flag before clearing the flop and its own

flag.
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8.3 Host Ready Line Implementation

When the Host drops and raises its ready line, the IMP be-

haves in a fashion symmetric to that outlined above. Of course,

this drop indicates that the state of the Host's interface driver,

as well as the current incoming and outgoing messages, are likely

to be lost. The appropriate action is triggered by setting the

Error flop or flops in the Host interface, and the processes

specified above will correctly resynchronize message flow in both

directions. Of course, to guarantee that messages are not flow—

ing across the interface while the Host ready line is undergoing

contact bounce, the Host must delay transmission until its ready

line has stabilized. This may be done in two ways:

Hardware: an integrating one—shot driven by the Host ready
line flop is ANDed with There's—Your—Host-Bit

and Ready—For—Next—IMP—Bit to guarantee that

message transfer will not start until the ready
flop has been on for 1/2 second.

Software: the initialization program executes a l/2 second
wait after setting the Host ready flop before
permitting input or output to begin.
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3.4 Summary of Ready Line Controls

The following summarizes the specification of the Host's

Ready Line control:

1. The special Host interface contains a Host ready flop

which drives a relay closure in the Host Ready line.

This flop is set and cleared under program control.

2. The special Host interface detects the IMP's ready

signal and sets a program—readable status condition

(not an "interrupt" condition).

3. The special Host interface contains one or two error

flops set when either the Host Ready flop is off or

the IMP ready signal is off. The flop (flops) is a

program-readable and program-clearable status condition

(but not an interrupt condition). These status flops

must not be cleared by system initialization.

u. If hardware stabilization of the Host's Ready line is

provided, it is a 1/2 second integrating one—shot

driven by the Host Ready flop. This signal is ANDed

with There's—Your—Host—Bit and Ready—For—Next—IMP—Bit.

B-9 12/75
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APPENDIX C

LOCAL HOST CONNECTION

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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APPENDIX C

Local Host Connection

Electrical Characteristics

All Host—IMP logic signals (Data, Ready—For—Next—Bit, There's—

Your-Bit, Last Bit) are unbalanced, source—terminated lines with

a nominal characteristic impedance of 68 ohms. The line is termi—

nated at the driving end with the characteristic impedance. The

receiver is ideally an open circuit; in practice, it is a single

TTL gate. In this scheme a voltage step of half the nominal

level is propagated from source to receiver. At the receiver,

it is reflected by the high impedance termination, resulting in

a full level step at the receiver and another half level step

propagating back to the source, where it is absorbed by the

termination.

Voltage levels for drivers and receivers used by the iMf

are given below:

Min Typ Max

Pluribus

VOH 0.1 5.0

VOL 0.07 0 l

VIH 1.7 2 0

VIL 0.6 0 9

316/516

VOH 3.5 u 5

VOL 0.2 0.35

VIF l.55 2 5

VIL l l 1.35

12/75 C-2
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The IMP will properly receive 5—volt logic signals; however,

signals from the IMP may go to 6 volts. Therefore, the Host must

provide a voltage divider, if these signals are to be received

by normal 5—volt logic, to prevent destruction of the receiving

circuit.

C—3 12/75
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APPENDIX D

DRIVER RECEIVER FOR DISTANT HOST

Printed with permission of Honeywei], Inc.

Computer Controi Division, Framingham, Massachusetts
Descriptions and schematic diagrams refiect use in the
IMP.
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D.l DIFFERENTIAL RECEIVER PAC MODEL CC-124

The Differential Receiver PAC, Model 00—124, contains three

identical and independent circuits. Each circuit takes a bi—

polar differential signal and converts it to standard single—

ended u—PAC logic levels. The schematic diagram (Figure D—l)

reflects the use of this PAC in the IMP.

D.1.l Circuit Description

The circuit functions as both a Differential Amplifier and

Discriminator.

When the "+A" input is more positive than the "—A", Q3 is

out off and the output is a logic "I”. When the polarity of

the input signal is reversed, or "—A" is made more positive than

"+A", then Q3 is turned on and the output goes to logic "0”.

D.1.2 Terminating Network

The input to the 00—124 is unterminated. The terminating

network in the PAC is not used.

0.1.3 Specifications

Frequency of Operation: DC to 5 MC.

Input: Differential signal, 0.1V to H.0V.

Input Impedance: 2.5K (min.)

Common Mode Rejection: Greater than i2.5V

Output Drive Capability: 8 unit loads and 70 pf stray

capacitance each.

Circuit Delay: 30 nsec (max.).

Current Requirements (exclusive of terminators):

+6V: 6O ma (maX.).

—6V: 30 ma (max.}.

12/75 D—2
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+6V 

R5 R6 R9

820 820 620

c1 7 OUTPUT

INPUT +A I
I

INPUT -A 1K

0 M (0
R7

  
  

m0
47K

i__@+sv-6V c2

0.0033p.f

 
INPUT +A

INPUT -A

OUTPUT

  
m  

.FIG-D'l DIFFERENTIAL RECEIVER PAC MODEL CC—124. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

AND LOGIC SYMBOL. (SHOWN AS CONNECTED IN IMP)
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D.2 DIFFERENTIAL LINE DRIVER PAC, MODEL CC—125

The Differential Line Driver PAC, model 00—125, contains

three identical and independent circuits. Each circuit will

switch approximately 18 ma into a balanced load when a standard

p—PAC logic level of "l" is present at the input. When the in—

put is at logic "0”, the output is open circuited. The schematic

diagram (Figure D—2) reflects use of this PAC in the IMP. Note

that the circuit has been modified by the addition of externally

(i.e., back panel) mounted resistors.

D.2.1 Circuit Function

When the input is at ground or logic "0", Q1 is biased "on”.

With Q1 ”on", the emitters of Q2 and Q3 are biased ”off", and

the output is effectively open—circuited.

When the input is open or at logic "1", Q1 is turned "off",

which causes Q2 and Q3 to turn on, switching approximately 18 ma
into the output.

D.2.2 Terminating Network

The terminating network consists of resistors R7—RlO as well

as the externally mounted resistors RlOl and R102, and is designed

for use with 100 to 140 ohm, balanced, twisted—pair transmission

lines. With a logic "0" applied to the input of the transmitter,

the terminating network establishes a l.OV differential signal

on the transmission line pair. When a logic "1" is applied to

the input of the transmitter, the polarity of the l-volt dif—

ferential signal on the transmission line pair will be reversed.

12/75 D-4
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0.2.3 Specifications

Frequency of Operation: DC to 5 MC.

Input Loading: 1 unit load each.

Output Drive Capability: Approximately 18 ma into a

balanced load.

Circuit Delay: 15 nsec (max.).

Current Requirements: Exclusive of terminators

+6V: 90 ma (max.).

—6V: 9O ma (max.).

The combination of the internal terminator network and the

externally connected resistors will draw about 9 ma each when

connected to +6V and -6V.

D-5 12/75
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 NOTE \[ C2

RIO] AND R102 ARE MOUNTED

EXTERNAL TO THE PAC (3ND

OUTPUT — A

OUTPUT +A  
FIG.D—2 DIFFERENTIAL LINE DRIVER PAC MODEL (SC—125. SCHEMATIC

DIAGRAM AND LOGIC SYMBOL; (SHDNN AS CONNECTED IN IMP)
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APPENDIX E

ASCII CODES
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ASCII CODES

 

____A§£LL____
OCT HEX MNEMONIC SYMBOL

28¢ 88 NUL +@

281 81 SOH +A

282 82 STX +8

283 83 ETX +C

284 84 EOT +D

285 85 ENQ +E

286 86 ACK +F

267 87 BEL +6

218 88 as +H

211 89 HT +1

212 8A LF TJ

213 88 VT +K

214 8C FF +1

215 89 CR +M

216 SE so +N

217 SF 51 +0

22¢ 98 DLE +P

221 91 DC1 +Q

222 92 DC2 +R

223 93 DC3 +5

224 94 DC4 +T

225 95 NAK +u

226 96 SYN +v

227 97 ETB +w

2321 98 CAN +x

231 99 EM +Y

232 9A SUB +2

12/75 E-2
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ASCII

OCT HFX MNEMONIC SYMBO

233 93 'ESC +[

2 4 9c FS 1\

235 90 GS 1]

236 9E RS +1

237 9F us 1+

2413 A15 SP Space

241 Al 1

242 A2 "

243 A3 #

244 A4 $

245 A5 %

246 A6 &

247 A7 ’

252 A8

251 A9

252 AA *

253 AB +

254 AC ,

255 AD —

256 AE .

257 AF /

262 BE H

261 Bl 1

262 82 2

263 B3 3

264 B4 4

265 BB 5

266 86 6

267 B7 7

27121 B 8

E_3 12/75
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ASCII

OCT HEX MNEMONIC SYMBOL

271 B9 9

272 BA

273 BB ;

274 BC <

275 BD :

276 BE >

277 BF '3

322 C2 @

321 C1 A

322 C2 B

323 C3 C

324 C4 D

325 C5 E

326 C6 F

327 C7 G

312 C8 H

311 C9 1

312 CA J

313 CB K

314 CC L

315 CD M

316 CE N

317 CF 0

322 D2 P

321 D1 Q

322 D2 R

323 D3 5

324 DA T

325 D5 u

326 D6 v

327 D7 2

12/75 E—4
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ASCII

OCT HEX MNEMONIC SYMBOL

33¢ D8 X

331 D9 Y

332 DA 2

333 DB [

334 DC \

335 DD 1

336 DE n (+)

337 DF —

344 Eg ‘

341 E1 a

342 E2 b

343 E3 c

344 E4 d

345 E5 e

346 E6 f

347 E7 9

35¢ E8 h

351 E9 i

352 EA j

353 EB k

354 EC 1

355 ED m

356 EE n

357 EF 0

366 F3 p

361 F1 q

362 F2 r

363 F3 5

364 F4 t

365 F5 u

E-5 12/75
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ASCII

OCT HEX MNEMONIC SYMBOL

366 F6 v

367 F7 w

37% F8 x

371 F9 y

372 FA 2

373 F8 {

374 FC :

375 FD }

376 FE N

377 FF DEL RUBOUT

_.,._~_—___—__.__.—_—___~__._._.._.—

The IMF uses 8-bit ASCEI with the leffi—fiost bit set to one.

+ = control

+2 = shift control a F

12175 [T1
I

01
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APPENDIX F

VERY DISTANT HOST INTERFACE
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F.I PHILOSOPHY OF THE VERY DISTANT HOST INTERFACE

It is sometimes desirable to connect a Host and an IMP

over a distance greater than 2000 feet, the maximum distance

over which the distant Host interface can guarantee error—free

transmission. Such a connection is possible with a relatively

small change to the IMP/Host protocol and is made in the manner

discussed in the following paragraphs. We call this kind of

connection a very distant host connection.

Normally, connection between an IMP and any of its Hosts

takes place as illustrated in Figure F—l.

STANDARD

”Hp/H031- HOST on SPECIAL NETWORK
DISTANT HOST CONTROL

HOST INTERFACE PROGRAM

INTERFACE

PROGRAM 
FIG. F-l NORMAL IMP/HOST CONNECTION

The standard Host (or distant Host) interface and the special Host

interface communicate according to the hardware specification set

down in Section 4 of this document, and the IMP/Host program (in

the IMP) and the Network Control Program (in the Host) communi-

cate using the software protocol described in Section 3 of this

document.

12/75 F—Z
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To minimize the disturbance to existing programs and

specifications in both the IMPs and the Hosts, the very distant

Host connection is implemented by adding a new level of protocol

(which can be programmed in self—contained front end packages)

and using the IMP's standard modem interface as shown in Figure F—2.

At the IMP end of the connection, the Host interface is

replaced by a modem interface and a modem, and a software pack—

age which provides reliable packet transmission is added between

the IMP/Host program and the hardware interface. At the Host

end of the connection, a modem is added, along with some sort

of hardware device which provides an interface between the modem

and the Host. Also, between the hardware interface and the Net-

work Control Program, a software package which provides reliable

transmission is added. As before, t“

(in the IMP) and the Network Control Program (in the Host) com—

municate according to the software specifications in Section 3.

The new Reliable Transmission Packages in the IMP and the Host

communicate as outlined in Section F.2 below; the modem inter—

face in the IMP and the Error Detecting Special Host Interface

communicate using the line protocol currently used between IMPs
sas discu sed in Section F.3.

The new components that are required at the Host end of a

very distant Host connection are a Reliable Transmission Package

and a new piece of hardware, namely the Error Detecting Special

Host Interface. The next two sections specify the functioning

of the Reliable Transmission Package and the Error Detecting

Special Host Interface.

F-3 1'2/75
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The Reliable Transmission Packages (RTPS) in the Host and

I"? are functionally equivalent. Both send and receive packets

of data which are multiples of 16 bits in length. Appended to

the front of each packet is 16 bits of control information as

CONTROL WORD

shown in Fig. F-3.

  
 

0 to 64 WORDS
DATA

Fe—————15§nrs-————>i

FIG. F-3 PACKET FORMAT

The 16—bit word of control information, as illustrated in

Fig. F-M, includes a count giving the length (in 16-bit words)

of the data in the packet, a bit which, when set, indicates the

last packet of a message, an "odd/even" bit which is used to

detect duplicate packet transmissions, a one—bit "channel number",

a Host/IMP bit, and two acknowledge bits——one for channel zero

and one for channel one.

F-5 12/75
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SPECIAL PACKET BIT

 
 

 
  
 

HELLO/I-HEARD-YOU BIT UNUSED

 PACKET WORD COUNT CHANNEL
(6 BITS) NUMBER

 
 

PACKET HOST/IMP BIT CHANNEL ZERO
ODD/ EVEN BIT ACKNOWLEDGE BIT

LAST PACKET BIT CHANNEL ONE
ACKNOWLEDGE BIT

FIG. F-4 CONTROL WORD FORMAT

For efficiency, the RTPs must be able to handle two packets going

in each direction (transmit and receive) simultaneously.* At any

time, each of the two packets going in one direction is associated

with one of the two "channels" mentioned above. For each transmit

channel the RTP keeps a used/unused bit and an odd/even bit (both

initialized to zero). The used/unused bit indicates whether there

is currently a packet associated with the channel. For each re—

ceive channel, an odd/even bit is kept (also initialized to zero).

The transmit portion of the RTP cycles** through its used channels

(those with packets associated with them), transmitting the packets

*Note that the control word format is laid out to enable easy ex—
pansion to four channels.

**Packets must be retransmitted until acknowledged. IMP delay and
transmission delay, however, may delay acknowledgment for more than

one packet transmission time. Unnecessary retransmission may in-

terfere with new transmissions, as well as placing an added burden

on both transmitter and receiver. Therefore, we recommend a pro-

gram delay before deciding to retransmit an unacknowledged packet,
the amount of delay should be adjustable but we recommend an ini—
tial (trial) vale of 100 msec.
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/even bit.

At the receive side of the RTP, if the odd/even bit of the re—

d

along with the channel number and the associated o 13..

ceived packet matches the odd/even bit associate with the ap—

propriate receive channel, the receive odd/even bit is complemented.

Otherwise the packet is a duplicate and is discarded. Acknowledg—

ments of all packets correctly received at the receive side of the

RTP, whether the acknowledgments are duplicate or not, are sent to

the transmit side of the other RTP. This is done by copying the

receive odd/even bits for both channels into the positions reserved

for the two acknowledge bits in the control word of every packet

transmitted. In the absence of other traffic, the acknowledges

are returned in 16 bit "null packets". These have a word count of

zero. When the transmit portion of the RTP receives a packet, it

compares (bit by bit) the two acknowledge bits against the two

transmit odd/even bits. For each non-match found, the correspond—

ing channel is marked unused and the corresponding packet is dis-

carded, and the odd/even bit is complemented. The transmit por—

tion of the RT? must fill its channels in sequence* (one to channel

zero, one to channel one, one to channel zero, ...), waiting if

necessary for any outstanding acknowledgments. The receive por-

tion must pass on correctly received packets in sequence*, waiting

for the retransmission of any missed packet. To insure correct

sequencing, the first channel filled or emptied after initializa-

tion must be channel zero. Null packets do not use a channel (nor

a channel number) when sent and are not acknowledged when received.

*Although packets may be transmitted, retransmitted, and received
out of sequence.

F-7 12/75
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The following algorithm is used to decide whether the circuit

between an IMP and a very distant Host is dead or alive. We first

define what we call a special packet —* this is (logically) a one—

word packet consisting of only the control word and having the

SPECIAL PACKET bit set to one. All packets which are not special

packets (i.e., which are regular data packets or null packets)

have the SPECIAL PACKET bit set to zero. In a special packet,

none of the control word fields or bits have their usual meanings;

consequently, a special packet cannot be used to acknowledge data

packets or send data. In a special packet, only two bits other

than the SPECIAL PACKET bit have any meaning, the HELLO/I—HEARD—YOU

bit and the Host/IMP bit.

Every r seconds both IMF and Host (independently) send a

HELLO packet, a special packet with the HELLO/I—HEARD—YOU bit set

to zero. When either IMP or Host receives a HELLO packet, it must

promptly (with highest priority) send the other an I-HEARD—YOU

packet, a special packet with the HELLO/I—HEARD-YOU bit set to one.

In other words, the I-HEARD—YOU packet is an acknowledgment of the

periodic HELLO packet, and an I—HEARD—YOU packet must only be sent

as an acknowledgment for a HELLO packet. If either IMP or Host

sends more than t HELLO packets without receiving an I—HEARD-YOU

packet in acknowledgment, the IMP or Host declares the line dead.

Once either IMP or Host declares the line dead, it must send or

accept no packets (either special or regular) for 2*t*r seconds to

allow the other party also to declare the line dead. After wait—

ing 2*t*r seconds, an attempt is made to bring the line alive.

This is done by sending HELLO packets (but no regular packets)

every r seconds while noting received I-HEARD—YOU packets until

12/75 F-8
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k HELLO packets in a row are acknowledged with I—HEARD-YOU packets.

While doing this, received HELLO packets must be acknowledged with

I-HEARD—YOU packets. Once acknowledgments for k HELLO packets

have been received in a row (i.e., one acknowledgment every r

seconds for k intervals*), the line is declared alive and regular

packets again may be sent, received, and acknowledged along with

the periodic (every r seconds) HELLO packets. If a regular data

packet is received while a party is trying to bring the line up

(due perhaps to slight timing differences between the parties at

the ends of the line), the data packet must not be acknowledged.

The odd/even bits, the used/unused bits, and the channel

filling and emptying sequences must be initialized at start-up**

and reinitialized every time the line is declared dead. If either
7

g)
L
1

ow. a a 11‘1 1. as A n 4- n :noamc aUUJ.U.L AD
the IMP or Host oecides the line is dead,

that the IMP or Host normally takes when the other's ready line is

S4-n
DO. 1cr ._ a»

down. The line being up causes the same action as is normally

taken when the ready line is up. The value of r is currently

1.25 seconds, the value of t is currently 4, and the value of k

is currently also M. It is likely that the values of r, t, and
[— TT

k will be adjusted in the future; very distant host programmers

are advised to make it easy to change these parameters.

*In particular, the IMP implementation requires the receipt of an

acknowledgment within r seconds of the transmission of a HELLO

packet in order to consider that the HELLO packet was success—

fully acknowledged.

**At start—up, the line must be assumed to be dead and the pro—
cedure of waiting 2*t*r seconds before sending HELLO packets,
etc., must be used to bring the line alive initially.

F-9 12/75
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Packets going from the IMP to the Host have the Host/IMP

bit set to zero. Packets going from the Host to the IMP have

the Host/IMP bit set to one. This enables the IMP or Host to

discard packets which could cause errors when the telephone line

is looped back on itself as occasionally happens. In fact the

Host, the IMP, or the modem manufacturer may desire the ability

to loop the connection for test purposes, and the RTP should

probably be designed with this in mind.*

The IMP requires that transmissions to and from a very dis—

tant Host be in packets which are multiples of l6 bits in length,

up to a maximum of 1008 bits (not including the 16 bits of con—

trol information which is appended to the front of each packet).

Thus, unlike a normal Host, a very distant Host must be aware

of packets. Furthermore, the leader of a message is transmitted

to and from a very distant Host in a separate packet which

precedes the rest of the packets of the message. For instance,

a message of length 1500 bits would be transmitted in three

packets as shown in Fig. F—S.

As previously mentioned, the word count in the word of con—

trol information preceding each packet does not include the word

of control information itself. Thus, packets which include data

have a word count between one and sixty—three. A packet without

any data, the "null packet" which is sent in the absence of

traffic, has a word count of zero. A maximum length message is

segmented into nine packets for transmission over a very distant

Host line, eight packets for the data in the message and one

packet for the leader.

gIn particular, if the Bell 303 modem is used it includes the

capability of being looped back on the Host under Host program
control. See the Bell System Communications Technical Reference
Manual on Wide Band Data Stations, 503 Type (PUB 41302) for the
specific tion of the signals needed to activate this feature.

32/75 F-IO
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1500 BIT MESSAGE BROKEN INTO PACKETS

Fig.
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The "padding" convention (see Section 3.5) is not simulated

for messages traversing a very distant Host interface. Thus,
the maximunllength message the IMP will allow to come from a

Host over a very distant Host interface is 8160 bits (including
leader), one bit longer than is permissible over a normal IMP/

Host connection (again, see Section 3.5). Further, IMP/Host

control messages only require 96 bits, since padding is not re—
quired.

Another important ramification of the use of multiples of

16—bit words over a very distant Host interface is that a word

length mismatch problem may exist. For instance, it takes four

36-bit (PDP—lO) words to make a multiple of 16 bits. The RTP

in the MP uses the following series of tests to determine mes—

sage legality on the basis of message length:

1. Any packet which (including the control word) is

physically longer than sixty—four 16—bit words

(regardless of the packet's word count) is discarded.

2. Any packet which is less than one 16—bit word long is
discarded.

3. A packet may have a word count of zero and such a

packet is treated as a "null packet".

H. The first packet of a message must be physically at
least 7 words long and must have a word count of

exactly six.
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the ninth packets of

have a word count from one to sixty—three, but the

physical packet length may be different. In the case

of a packet physically shorter than the word count in-

dicates, the IMP fills out the packet with garbage to

the length specified by the word count. In the case

of a packet physically longer than the word count

indicates (but not longer than a total of 64 words)

the IMP uses only the portion of the packet specified

by the word count. The packet boundaries specified

by the word counts from the very distant Host will be

preserved by the IMP subnetwork; thus if the destina-

tion of the message is a Host connected to its own IMP

via a very distant Host interface, the delivered message

may consist of several packets, each of less than

maximum length.

Because the actual packet length cannot be greater than 64

words, the Host's very distant Host interface must be able to

discard any information remaining in the Host's output buffer

(probably only part of one Host word) after 6% 16—bit words

have been sent to the IMP or else the Host must reconcile itself

to being able to send a maximum length message which is somewhat

shorter than normal. For instance, the maximum length message

a PDP—lO might be able to send would be about 160 bits shorter

than the normal 8160 bits.

F-13 12/75
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F.3 THE ERROR DETECTING SPECIAL HOST INTERFACE

We see several reasonable ways for the Host to build the

Error Detecting Special Host Interface. For example:

1. Build the equivalent of the IMP's modem interface,

a device which provides an interface between

the modem and the Host.

2. Adapt the Special Host Interface so that it interfaces

to a modem instead of to an IMP as shown in Fig. F—6.

  

 
  
 
 

   PHONE LINE MODEM :zggglAL
ADAPTOR I INTERFACE

FIG. F—6 ADAPTATION OF SPECIAL HOST INTERFACE

3. Place a mini-computer between the Host and the modem

(and program the HTP in the mini—computer).

Any of these methods is feasible; the method chosen will depend

on what is comfortable at the Host site.

Whichever method is chosen, the interface must follow the

same line protocol the IMPs now follow between themselves. This

protocol is described in the following sections.

F.3.1 Message Formatting

Fig. F-Y shows the format of a packet on the phone line.

This format is the realization of a particular Binary Synchronous

Communication mechanism wherein a packet of data is enclosed

12/75 F-14
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within a framing structure provided by the hardware.

We will describe the structure for a unidirectional trans—

mission although transmissions in either direction are of this

same form.* When the line is in the passive state (that is, when

no information is being transmitted) the hardware generates a

continuous stream of SYN characters (see Section F.3.3 for code

definitions). In addition to this passive stream, the hardware

guarantees that at least two SYN characters will always be in—

serted between Successive packets. When the program has a packet

ready for transmission, it notifies the hardware which, at the

end of the current SYN, places first a DLE character and then a

STX character on the line. Following this the text of the packet

(including the control word) is transmitted. This text must

consist of an even number of 8—bit bytes. Further, considering

each pair of bytes as a 16-bit word, the less significant (right)

byte is sent first. At the end of the text, the hardware appends

another DLE character followed this time by an ETX character.

*In particular, we describe a transmission from the point of view
of the IMP in terms of the hardware available to the IMP. While

a description of the transmission must be identical from the point

of view of the Host, the method the Host uses to construct the

transmission may be different. For instance, the Host may choose

to implement in software much of what the IMP implements with
hardware.

12/75 F-16
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As the text of a packet is being transmitted, a 2A—bit

cyclic redundancy check (CEO) is computed by the hardware. The

details of this process are described in Section F.3.2. After

the final ETX of the packet has been put on the line, the ZH-bit

redundancy check is then transmitted in three 8—bit bytes.

Following this at least two SYN characters will be put on the line.

If another packet is ready to be sent, a new DLE/STX sequence

w'll begin it. Otaerwise the stream or SYN char’cters will
1

continue.

One further sophistication is included. Packets are of vari-

able length, thus the receiver must be provided with a method of

uniquely identifying the end of a packet. The end is, of course,

marked by the DLE/ETX sequence. However, inasmuch as the bytes of

information within a packet may consist of transparent binary data,

it is possible for a sequence of bytes within the text to look like

the DLE/ETX which marks the end. In order to break up such

sequences, the transmitting hardware scans the sequence of text

bytes for DLE characters. If such a code is found, the hardware

inserts an extra DLE between the DLE found and the next byte of

the packet. In short, all DLE characters which appear within the

text are doubled by the hardware. This, of course, excludes the

DLEs of the DLE/STX and DLE/ETX pairs or any DLE that might chance

to get constructed as part of the CEO.

The receiver uses the following set of rules to deal with this

format: When the receiver is first turned on, it works in a SEARCH

mode wherein it scans the line bit by bit with a moving window,

looking for SYN characters. As soon as a SYN character is detected

in the window, the receiver leaves the SEARCH mode and thereafter

steps, 8 bits at a time, from byte to byte. Ensuing bytes should

either be more SYNs or a DLE. (The arrival of any bytes other

F_17 12/75
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than SYN or DLE puts the receiver back into SEARCH mode.)

Once a DLE character has been recieved, the ensuing byte must

be a STX or once again the receiver returns to the SEARCH mode.

After the STX has arrived, the receiver enters a MESSAGE mode

in which any set of bytes is acceptable.

Any errors prior to this point (e.g., front end framing

errors such as the presence of a non—STX after the initial DLE)

are not flagged to the receiver program. Beyond this point,

however, data will be entered into the receiver memory and

any errors which occur must be indicated to the program which

processes the input buffer.

In the MESSAGE mode if a DLEcharacter is found in any byte

the receiver enters an ESCAPE mode in which it expects one of two

things; either a second DLE, which it throws away, or an ETX

which indicates the true end of the packet. (Arrival of any

other character indicates an error and an error flag must be

set for the receiver program. In such a case, the hardware

returns to the SEARCH mode.) After the ETX character has been

received, the hardware draws the three ensuing bytes through the

CRC receiving logic. After the third byte has been shifted

in, the check register will contain all zeros if the message

was correcly received. A completion flag (interrupt) is set for

the program at this point.' If the check register does not contain

zeros, the error flag is also set. The hardware expects ensuing

bytes to be SYN characters, and the entire process of absorbing

a message starts over again.

Note that the doubling of text DLE's results in an increase

in the length of the packet as it occurs on the line. in the

extraordinary case where a packet consisted entirely of pan

12/75 F-18
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characters, the length of the packet would be doubled on the

line. Of course, as it arrived at the receiver, the removal of

the extra DLEs would reduce the packet to its original length.

In the receiver, in order to avoid missing packets, the pro-

gram must provide a new buffer between the time of the completion

interrupt at the close of one packet and the point within the

ensuing packet where the hardware must first enter data into

the memory from the text of the new message. The completion

interrupt should be provided to the program at the end of the

third check byte. Assuming a minimum inter—packet gap of two

SYN characters, the program must field the interrupt and be ready

for a new input within the time required to transmit two SYN

characters, the DLE/STX and the number of bytes which fill one

of the receiver’s words. If a new buffer has not been provided

by that time, the new packet should be discarded by the hard-

ware, which may then return to SEARCH mode. Although for reasons

of efficiency the receiver should try to avoid missing packets,

any missed packets will eventually be retransmitted by the RT?

logic.

F.3.Z Character Codes

SYN 00010110

DLE 00010000

STX 00000010

ETX 10000011

A11 bytes (data bytes too) are transmitted least significant

(rightmost) bit first.
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F.3.3 The Cyclic Redundancy Check

The CRC check register is cleared at the transmitting site

at the beginning of the DLE character which signals the beginning

of a packet. All of the bytes from (including) this opening DLE

through the final ETX (including both DLEs of a doubled pair) go

into the makeup of the 24—bit checksum. After the final ETX, the

24 bits of checksum are shifted onto the line. In the accompany—

ing explanatory figures (F-8 and F—9), for the sake of simplicity,

time is divided into periods called CKTIME and W. W

consists of the period during which the checksum is being computed;

that is, the time from the beginning of the initial DLE at the

front end of the packet through the closing ETX at the end of the

packet. CKTIME is the 2H bit times during which the checksum is

transmitted or received.

Figures F—8 and F—9 show the output and input sections. In

both cases shifting takes place to the right; clocking, which is

not shown, is once per bit time. The numbered boxes are flip-

flops whose logic true outputs appear at their tops and whose

inputs appear at their bottom. Logical boxes are as follows:

+ = 0R

° = AND

6 = EXCLUSIVE OR

No attention is paid to electrical polarity — all expressions

are in terms of logic true values. Transmission of data and check

bytes is least significant (i.e., rightmost) bit first.

The output and the input sections compute in the same way

during CKTIME. The difference is that during CKTIME, the output

12/75 L25.
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version stops computing and shifts what it has computed onto the

line whereas on input shifting continues right through to the end

of the CEO at which point the check register contains all zeros

if the packet was received correctly.

Output works as follows: At the beginning of a transmission

(i.ee., just as the DLE is readied for transmission), the 24 flip—

fl 5 of the out0 put. check register are alpared During CKTIMFZ-

the bits of data which are transmitted are fed directly to the

data out line. The data out line is EXCLUSIVE OR'd with the

rightmost bit of the check register and the output of the

EXCLUSIVE OR feeds back to EXCLUSIVE OR taps into the various

bits of the check register as shown in Fig. F—8. Thus, the CEO

is built as the data is shifted out.

'1?

After the last bit of data (i.e., the last bit of the closing

ETX) has been shifted onto the line, the CRC device proceeds to

the CKTIME stage. During CKTIME the output of bit 2M of the check

register is gated to the line as the register continues to shift.

The feedback path is effectively decoupled by the AND gate in the

lower right hand corner of Fig. F-8, causing a logical zero to

feed the bottom input of each of the EXCLU IVE 0R taps, thus

turning the check register into a straightforward shift register.

Input, shown in Fig. F—9, is simpler. The input check

register is cleared at the end of every arriving SYN character

before a packet starts arriving. Starting with the opening DLE,

the bits of the packet flow into an EXCLUSIVE 0R together with the

output of bit 2H of the check register. The output of this

EXCLUSIVE OR in turn feeds EXCLUSIVE 0R taps back into the shift

'11
I

h (A) [.4 {‘0
N

‘-l tn
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register just as in the case of output. This process continues

through the bits of the incoming check characters at the end of

the packet. After the last bit of checksum has thus been drawn

in, the check register will contain a zero if no errors have

occurred in transmission. (That is, no errors of the sort that

this particular check detects.)

The characters are drawn through the check registers as

they appear on the line (i.e., least significant bit of all bytes

first, less significant byte of data byte pairs first).

F.3.4 Connection to a Modem

A very distant Host communicates with an IMP via communi-

cation circuits such as those provided by the phone company.

Synchronous modems and dedicated full duplex lines are required.

Either an ETA RS232C interface or the special Bell 303 interface

can be used. Speeds up to 230.4 kilobits/second are permitted.

Arrangements must be made ahead of time with BBN to allow for

procurement of a proper IMP—modem cable. At the IMP end, the

hardware interface between the modem and the IMP is logically

identical to the interface which is used with the Bell 303/50

kilobit modem on the lines that interconnect IMPs, with the

exception that the mark and space convention is inverted for

characters sent to the modem (i.e., binary "one" equals high

current) — the control level lines are not inverted.

At the Host site there will be a mating full—duplex modem.

Arrangements must be made through BBN in order to guarantee that

the proper strapping arrangements are provided for controlling

that modem. The particular type of connector and definition of

12/75 F—24
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signals on the pins of this connector will vary from one modem

to another. The only signals which are of direct interest to the

Host are transmit and receive data and clock signals. Since only

dedicated lines may be used, other control signals are tied off

either internally within the modem or via lines to the modem

bearing fixed signals. The electrical specifications for drivers

and receivers must be obtained from the modem manufacturer.

12/75
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APPENDIX G

IMP POWER WIRING CONVENTION

G-l 12/75
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Wiring conventions used for twistlock connectors vary de—

pending on application and locality. The convention used for 316

and 516 IMPs is illustrated in Figures G—1 and G—2. Wire colors

shown for the Hubbell 3331G plug are those found on the IMP line

cord. Colors shown for the 333OG receptacle are as found in

most electrical installations. The terms HOT, NEUTRAL and GROUND

refer to standard three—wire 110 volt a.c. power wiring, where

HOT is the llO volt a.c. lead, NEUTRAL is the 110 volt a.c. return,

and GROUND is conduit ground. It is important that the IMP power

receptacle be properly wired. Connecting an IMP to an improperly

wired receptacle may damage the IMP or create a potential shock

hazard, or both.
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FIG. G—Z TWISTLOCK RECEPTACLE (VIEWED FROM SOCKET SIDE)
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APPENDIX H

INTERFACING A PRIVATE LINE INTERFACE (PLI)

TO AN IMP AND A HOST TO A PLI
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H.I PHILOSOPHY OF THE PRIVATE LINE INTERFACE (PLI)

The Private Line Interface or PLI provides alternative

methods of connecting an IMP to a data source or sink (e.g., a

Host). The PLI is required when the data must be transformed

between the source/sink and the IMP.

Typical transformations include:

I. Encryption/decryption of data between a Red (secure) Host

and a Black (unsecured) IMP.*

2. Insertion/deletion of network protocol information

between an IMP and a bit stream source/sink (e.g., a

vocoder.)

3. Combinations of the above; e.g., encryption/decryption

between a Red vocoder and a Black IMP.

In any case the PLI appears to the network (i.e., the IMP)

to be a normal Host. In the first case the PLI appears to the

application Host to be an IMP. In the latter cases the PLI

appears to the application "Host" to be a communications circuit.

Since the transformation that the PLI performs on data upon its

entry to the network must be untransformed before exit from the

network, the PLIs must be used in pairs, as is illustrated in

Figure H-l.

The PLI is constructed using the Pluribus computer technology

used also for Pluribus IMPs. Since the PLI also must appear as

both a Host (to the IMP) and an IMP (to the actual Host), natu—

rally many of the interfacing considerations for the PLI are very

* In a "Black" environment, sensitive (i.e. classified) infor—

mation has to be encrypted so that unauthorized users cannot

make use of the data even if they obtain it.

1/76 H-2
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* THESE TWO HOSTS WISH

TO COMMUNICATE WITH

EACH OTHER BUT REQUIRE

TRANSFORMATION.

PLI -—-PR|VATE LINE INTERFACES

Figure H-l Examp1e PLI and
Network Configuration
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similar to the interfacing considerations for a Pluribus IMP, as

discussed earlier in this document.

For convenience in referring to the two basic types of PLI,

we have called them PLI/l (or "secure PLI") and PLI/2 (or

"bitstream PLI").

1/76 H-4
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H.2 SECURE PLI FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION

There are two main problems which had to be solved to make

the PLI suitable for installation in a secure environment. These

problems are: (1) whether or not the Key Generator (KG) has to

be in series between the secure Host and the network, thus

providing complete Red to Black (unencrypted to encrypted data)

separation; and (2) the extent to which TEMPEST (leakage of

secure data by radiation) considerations have to be handled

within the PLI rather than counting on a shielded environments

In both cases the most conservative approach has been

taken: namely, the KG is in series providing complete Red to

Black separation (although retaining a 16—bit Black to Red

data path over which necessary control messages can be sent),

and the PLI is self-contained with regard to TEMPEST considera-

tions. Figure H—2 illustrates the conservative design adopted.

A PLI/l may be used to transmit secure Host—Host traffic

over the network. It requires several data interfaces: first,

a Host—PLI interface which makes the PLI appear to the Host to

be an IMP; second, separate interfaces to the Red and Black

halves of a KG-BN key generator unit; third, a PLI—to—IMP

interface which makes the PLI appear to the IMP to be a Host.

Specifications for the Host—PLI interface and the PLI—IMP

interface are generally identical to the specification of Host—

IMP communications. The standard Pluribus IMP—Host interface

and the Very Distant Host interface specifications are used.

H-5 1/76
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RFI ISOLATORS
RED DATA 3 CLOCKS

HOST/IMP

(VDH OPTIONAL)

(CONTINUOUS BITSTREAM OPTIONAL)

BLACK
POWER

HOST/IMP (VDH OPTIONAL)

BLACK
POWER

*ONLY ONE REQUIRED. PLI CONTAINS ITS ONN POWER FILTER.

ALL CABLES AND CABINETS FULLY SHIELDED.

Figure H—2 Secure PLI Configuration
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Each packet sent between PLIs includes a three—word leader

which contains the packet length in bytes, a sub-routing word

to allow for a number f PLI interfaces at each end, a word

used to hold the original message identifier for the Host-PLI

interface, and various control bits.

A PLI/l actually comes in halves. The secure Host communi—

cates with the Red-half PLT via a normal Host-FLT interface.

The Red—half PLI signals the KG-3U unit to generate and send

a key—sequence. The Black—half PLI supplies clocking to the

KG-34. It scans the incoming data stream for a key-sequence,

compresses the key, and stores it as the first few bytes of the

message. Then the Red-half PLI signals the KG—3H unit to

generate and send a key—sequence. The Black—half PLI supplies

clocking to the KG—BH. It scans the incoming data stream for

a key—sequence, compresses the key, and stores it as the first

few bytes of the message. Then the Red-half sends a message

segment (initially somewhat less than 100 bits) through the KG

unit. The segment is padded with SYN characters if needed to

bring it to a fixed size. The Black—half adds this data block

to the key, assigns a fixed destination, message identifier,

and sub—routing code, then transmits it over the network. It

also notifies the Red—half of the message identifier assigned

via a uni—directional data and status link (from Black to Red).

When a RFNM or other status indicator is received from the IMP

the Red-half is notified over this same data link.

When the Black-half receives an encrypted message from

the IMP, it preps the KG—BM receiver, expands the key—sequence
1 Vi ---- :_1__ .L -_,-1- 4.:- .-. 0
16 u‘ao‘a b1 l‘UUgIJ one AU UI

a
the Red-half. Since the Black—half provides

_-.- 4.1-.. _-_—.-n-- 1.1--.- 1..-__..-__-_-1_-, 1.
.LIl but“ message, la lei bl'dllbnlibb b 1

clocking signal,
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the Red—half must be prepared to accept the decrypted data as

fast as it is sent. There is no way for the Red—half to

indicate overrun or other errors to the Black-half, although

errors are reported to the Host. This design requires the

Host—Host protocol to effect retransmission should errors of

this type occur.
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H.3 BITSTREAM PLI FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION

Currently, it is sometimes difficult for certain existing

systems, or some planned "simple—minded" systems, to take

advantage of the ARPANET technology. For such installations,

even the effort of integrating the relatively simple IMP/Host

Protocol (described in this document) into their systems presents

a considerable burden. One purpose of the bitstream PLI is

to eliminate this problem and open the network to these potential

users, who could then use it in lieu of a point—to—point

communication circuit.

We have approached this problem by designing the PLI to

r to 513 U) D 5: P ('3
e system as some standard modem whinh the

m T W m m

efl' A -.-J 1.1___W.-.A A _ -\ z- _ .__-,_ - _ A ~-_i,1i-ware (anu naiMdwale) is already able to SBFVlUS.SufU! m d w m E‘Y

In particular, we designed an interface which will appear to be

a standard, full duplex Bell System type—303 modem. We also

provided a standard RS—232 or MIL-1880 interface for the PLI.

In order to make more efficient use of the network, and

hence decrease the resultant costs, the synchronous interface

is designed to take advantage of the fact that many users of

synchronous modems utilize SYN characters to fill the line when

they have no data for it (i.e., to indicate an idling state).

With code for the PLI to determine the actual message boundaries

in the source's bit stream* the PLI will be able to automatically

elide all SYNs between messages, eliminating the expense of

sending the inter—message padding through the network. Similarly

strongly dependent upon the line

_g= For example, it is simple if

ages of some fixed length.

* The feasibilitxr of this

protocol the source is

the source sends only me
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on output, if a network delay should cause an interruption in

the data stream, the PLI will "cover" the interruption by sending

SYNs until the next message arrives.

Where SYN insertion is not permitted, the PLI will "stop

the clock" when it either can accept no more input (because its

internal buffers are full) or has no more output to send (because

the next message has not yet arrived). Standard synchronous

modems provide the data clock for both input and output. Thus,

suspending the clock in one direction or the other presents few

problems to the PLI, and our preliminary investigations indicate

that usual user interfaces are immune to an occasional suspension

of the clock.*

The software in the PLI will drive the attached system's

interface, breaking up input into messages for network trans—

mission and concatenating received messages to reconstruct the

bit stream for output. The PLI will also handle all of the IMP/

Host protocol or, if necessary, the VDH protocol. Thus, a

facility could use a pair of PLIs to replace an already existent

private line and pair of modems with no other impact than a

probable improvement in the line's apparent reliability and a

decrease in communications costs. Of course, the transit delay

would be increased and of variable length.

We have designed the bitstream PLI in constant awareness

of the fact that one of the most important properties of the PLI

should be its flexibility. With a relatively small hardware

repertoire, a PLI will be able to appear to a system as almost

* Indeed, the protection circuits in such interfaces appear to
concentrate on preventing the modem from running too fast,
rather than too slow.
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any standard modem. The software, however, allows the flexi—

bility to provide for a great deal more variety. There are a

large number of potential options: The PLI is switchable to

a VDH Network connection; the PLI could maintain two or more

independent source bit streams over the single interface, and

the bit streams could be directed to distinct destinations;

the PLI can have various buffering strategies to match the

attached systemsT needs (e.g., the data could incur only a

fixed delay, but portions might occasionally be lost; or the

data transmission could be "guaranteed", but the delays it

incurred would vary). Further, it is easy to enable and disable

the various options, allowing the users of an attached system

to experiment in order to determine the correct set to match

H-ll 1/76
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H.4 SECURE PLI PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The secure Private Line Interface is contained in a TEMPEST—

approved rack, approx. 66H x 25W x 29D, as shown in Figure H-3.

The total weight of the system is between 600 and 700 lbs. The

top half of the rack contains the Red portion of the PLI and

the bottom half of the rack contains the Black portion of the

PLI along with a paper tape reader. The reader can be used to

load programs into either half (with the rack doors open). A

horizontal bulkhead separates the two halves of the rack; a

filter box containing optical isolators and TEMPEST filters is

provided in the bulkhead. Each half of the rack contains space

to allow an additional Pluribus computer chassis. Consequently

the rack is considerably larger than the minimum required size

for current configurations of the PLI.

A sealed symmetrical powerline filter in the base of the

enclosure allows the PLI to operate from a single power source,

either Red or Black, at the convenience of the installing site.

The enclosure has been designed, tested, and certified for

installation in either a TEMPEST-Red or TEMPEST-Black environ—

ment, provided that the appropriate signals are contained in

conduit as specified below.

The PLI is designed to interface with an externally located

KG-3A, which must have the following options:

(l) 110 Volt AC power

(2) Low Speed

(3) Message Indicator; no A/S

(A) Data transition on positive clock transitions. (See

the KG-SA manuals for strap option on two KG cards.)

(5) Eight bit MI pattern (two front panel switches).
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H.5 SECURE PLI CABLE ENTRY AND CONDUIT

All connections to the PLI are made through one of two

(one Red; one Black) plated conduit entry panels at the rear

of the enclosure (see Figure H—3). The external conduits should

be routed in such a way that they do not interfere with the

rear doors. All conduit holes are 1 1/8 inch in diameter,

as required for normal 3/4" ID conduit bulkhead fittings. The

use of RF gasketing material is advisable to ensure TEMPEST

integrity.

No conduit, fittings, or gaskets are supplied with the PLI.

Unless prior arrangements have been made, the cables furnished

with the PLI are of the lengths shown in Table H—l. Connectors

for the PLI end are attached to the cables, and where applicable,

connectors are furnished for the other end, to be attached after

the cables have been pulled through the installed conduits.

The drawings specifying these connections are listed in Table H—l.

Although all cables to the PLI may be installed in conduit, in

a TEMPEST Red environment, only the Black signals are required

to be in conduit. Similarly in a TEMPEST Black installation,

only the Red signals are required to be in conduit. Grommets

or similar devices should be installed for physical protection

of cables where conduit fittings are not used.

H.5.1 AC Power

The AC cord shipped with the PLI is primarily for pre—instal—

lation checkout after unpacking. Prime power for the PLI should

be directly wired from a dedicated 20A l2OVAC circuit breaker

to the appropriate AC outlet box within the PLI. Entry "3”
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should be used for RED power, gr_entry "7" should be used for

BLACK power, at the convenience of the site. Only one feed

should be used, as the in-line power filter in the PLI supplies

power to its other half. Input line voltage to the PLI

should be maintained above llSVAC to allow for the drop through

the powerline filter. A separate convenience outlet should be

provided near the PLI for an oscilloscope (not furnished) and

the Teletype furnished for diagnostic use. The unused AC

conduit entrance must be sealed off in TEMPEST approved fashion.

H.5.2 IMP Connection

The Black half of the PLI acts as a network Host and is

connected to the IMP using a Local Host, Distant Host, or Very

Distant Host interface. See Figure H—u. The external cable

(see Table H-l) is connected to J—7 within the Black half of
the PLI.

1. Local Host. The HLC interface card is used in the PLI

when it is connected as a Local Host to its IMP. Although 30

feet has been specified as the maximum cable distance between

Host (PLI) and IMP, distances of several hundred feet are made

practical by the use of coax cables and special attention to

installation ground connections. BBN engineering personnel

should be consulted well in advance of site installation.

2. Distant Host. (Soon to be available.) Where grounding

problems induce substantial common—mode voltages, or nearby

equipment causes severe differential noise problems, the IMP

should be provided with the Distant Host Interface, specified

in this report, Section 4.5.2; the mate to it will be provided
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in the Black half of the PLI. Where possible, the Local Host

interface should be specified to connect to a 316 IMP unless

there is strong evidence that difficulties will be encountered.

Connection to a Pluribus IMP should use the Differential Driver

Host Interface at each end.

3. Very Distant Host (VDH). The VDH interface is a com—

munication—line protocol using high—speed synchronous modems

(typically Bell—303 or various commercially available modem

eliminators). It is completely specified in Appendix F of

this report, and should be used where the cable distance between

IMP and PLI is sufficiently long that direct-wire connection

(Local or Distant Host) is impossible. Note that proper TEMPEST

precautions must be taken for both modems and their data lines

if in a Red area.

If the 303 modem (or substitute) is less than 30 cable feet

from the PLI, the cable will be provided with the coax inserts

on the modem end so that it can be pulled through the conduit

from the PLI, and then the inserts can be seated in the Burndy

connector block (provided) without the use of special tools.

Since a special tool is required for removing them, it is

advisable to inform BBN as soon as the required cable length

is known.

H.5.3 Red Host or Data Connection

Several interfaces between the PLI and the Red data source

are available. See Figure H—M. If the Red data source is an

ARPANET Host, the Red half of the PLI looks to it like an IMP.

In Sections 3 and H of this report the software and hardware
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requirements for the Host are specified. Where raw synchronous

data or a computer without Host protocol is to be interfaced.

the Continuous Bitstream Interface is used. In all cases,

connector J—7 and conduit hole 1 will be used for the cable.

1. Local Host. (identical to discussion in Section

H.5.2.l)

2. Distant Host. (identical to discussion in Section

H.5.2.2)

3. Very Distant Host. (identical to discussion in Section

H.5.2.3) Note that both the hardware and software

requirements imposed on the Red Host are considerably

greater than with the other Host interfaces.

a. Contiruous Bitstream Irterface. The BBN Synchronous

Modem Simulator (SMS) interface is provided for

applications where data communication would otherwise

be carried out with synchronous modems and a leased

line. Such applications include seismic, acoustic,

and digitized speech data.

The electrical interface may be one of the following:

33—232 (EIA), CCITT, MIL-188, or Bell 303.

The desired option must be specified prior to delivery in order

that the correct interconnecting cables can be furnished. The

cable is connected to J—7 within the Red half of the PLI, and

the pin and wiring assignments are specified in the drawings

designated in Table H—l. Note that although the 38—232 interface

is often used over several hundred feet, under worst case
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conditions, 50 feet can be the practical limit, and special pre-

cautions should be discussed with BBN engineering personnel.

H.5.4 Key Generator Connections

Two types of signals (in three groups) connect the KG—34

to the PLI.

Type 1. All low—speed control and status (indication) signals.

These are contained in a single multiconductor cable

(first group) attached to connector J—6 in the Black

half of the PLI through conduit opening 5. Instal—

lations requiring cables longer than 200 feet may

require the use of larger gauge wire in order to meet

the KG-34 interface specifications. In general, total

DC resistance of a single conductor should be kept

below 5 ohms.

Type 2. High speed clock and data signals.

BNC connectors are provided in each half of the PLI

for the four Red (second group) and four Black (third

group) high speed signals (conduit entrances 6 and 2

respectively for J-l through J—h in each half). The

RG—58 coax cables provided have mating BNC connectors

at the PLI end but no connector for the KG since

direct connection to it is usually made on terminal

strips. The use of crimp-on ferrules is suggested.

Note that the KG—34 interface specifications point out that

its output circuits are not designed to drive terminated coax

cables. If cable distances of more than about 150 feet are
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involved special precautions may be required, or operation at
3
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should be consulted during the planning of the installation.

A certain amount of fine tuning may be necessary after the

installation is completed if maximum KG bandwidth is required

and long cables are involved.
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H.6 BITSTREAM PLI PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION

The Bitstream Private Line Interface is contained in a

single equipment cabinet (approx. 52H x 24W x 28D). Also in—

cluded is a pedestal-mounted (standalone) Teletype, used for

debugging and changing parameters. Cable entrance is through the

open bottom of the rack, although if desired the connector panel

may be relocated to provide connection from outside the rack.

The cabinet contains a 2“ slot Pluribus, a standalone power

supply, and a paper tape reader. A rear door provides access to

the connector panel ("fantail" panel), and removable bezels

provide access to the logic cards. The side panels of the rack

may be easily removed when necessary. The front panel contains

a keyswitch used for turning power on and off. A duplex AC

receptacle containing Hubbell No. 5362 (or equivalent) sockets

should be provided at the point of cable entry. A 15 Amp

115 VAC circuit will handle the PLI's power requirements.

The perforated top of the rack should remain uncovered to

allow air to exhaust. Intake air is drawn in through a filter

in the front of the rack. If the cable entrance in the floor is

a potential source of dust it should be sealed off after cables

have been installed.

Connection to the IMP will be made as specified in the

appropriate line of Table H—l. Connection to the data source

will be made through the standard 25-pin EIA connector (DB—253)

in the fantail panel, and a 50 foot extension cable (similarly

terminated) is provided with the PLI. The use of the pins is as

stated in EIA specification RS-232-C. If the Bell Series 303
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Modem interface is desired instead of RS232, this must be stated

when the PLI is ordered. A 30 foot FMLA cable is then supplied,

which is terminated in the Burndy coax connector appropriate to

a 303 modem.
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H.7 SOFTWARE INTERFACES TO THE PLI

As with the PLI hardware, there are two areas of PLI

software interface, the interface from the PLI to the IMP and

the interface from the Host to the PLI.

The interface from the PLI to the IMP is of little interest

to the Host except for general site planning considerations;

i.e., where the IMP, PLI, and Host should be located with respect

to one another. As has already been made clear in the PLI

interface hardware section, the PLI can reside at a distance

from the IMP which will require the PLI to appear to be either

a local, distant, or very distant Host to the IMP. Naturally,

the PLI software interface to the IMP also supports the full

spectrum of PLI to IMP distance options.

The software interface from the Host to the PLI supports

a number of variations: a) bitstream. vs. IMP/Host message

interface; b) secure vs. non—secure interface; and 0) very

distant vs. non—very distant.

If the PLI/Host interface is of the bitstream variety, the

very distant vs. not very distant option is irrelevant and the

secure vs. non—secure option is transparent to the Host. In

other words, there is no software interface for the Host to

implement if the bitstream option is chosen, other than the

requirement that the Host deliver to the PLI a stream of bits.

If the PLI/Host interface is of the IMP/Host message variety,

then the protocol described in Section 3 is followed to the

greatest extent possible. That is, every effort is made to make

the PLI appear transparent (as if it were the IMP itself) to the
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Host. Thus, as is the case when a Host is connected directly
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no , lust may be connected

optionally to the PLI using the very Distant Host protocol

described in Appendix F. In the case where the non-secure

option is chosen, the IMP/Host message interface between the

Host and the PLI should be completely transparent from the

Host’s point of View whether the Very Distant Host option is used

or not.

In the case where the secure option is chosen, it is not

possible for the PLI to be completely transparent from the point

of View of the Host. Nonetheless, an attempt has been made to

make the PLI as transparent as possible, even when used in the

secure mode.

The few areas where the PLI operating in a secure mode is

not completely transparent from the Host's point of View all

stem from the fact that in the secure mode there is no un-

encrypted communication path between the Host and the IMP

through the PLI. Thus, for example, the PLI in several cases

has no way to convey to the IMP network information which the

Host is normally able to send. We list the specific instances

in which the PLI is not transparent from the Host's point of

View:

1. Both priority and non—priority traffic from the Host

are sent identically across the network; there is no other

choice for there is no way to convey the priority information

across the Red/Black interface.
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2. Host Going Down messages from the Host are ignored by

the PLI; there is no way to pass this information on to the IMP

across the Red/Black interface.

3. Type 3 messages (see Section 3) are treated the same

as type 0 messages; there is no way to pass the distinction

between these two types of messages across the Red/Black inter—

face.

4. If the IMP accepts a message from the PLI and immediately

goes down, the PLI waits ”0 seconds, and then the PLI returns

an Incomplete Transmission message to the Host. Also, if the

Black side of the PLI goes down, the Red side returns an

Incomplete Transmission message to the Host, but after 50 seconds.

Either of these conditions represents a solid down of the

communication path from which there is no recovery which is not

noticeable; thus, extra buffering does not need to be provided

to cover these delays.

5. The network address supplied by the Host will be speci—

fied by BBN at installation time. They will very likely not

be the same as real network addresses, but will of course have

the same format.

6. The bandwidth between the Host and the IMP through the

PLI will very likely be limited to something less than the

many hundreds of kilobits per second possible over a normal

IMP/Host interface or the 50 kilobits per second possible over

a Very Distant Host interface. Testing of the maximum possible

bandwidth is not yet complete, but presently appears to be

limited to something on the order of 20 to 30 Kbs. Limiting
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factors include KG prep rate limited buffering in the PLI,
1n
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and available network bandwidth for single packet messages.

7. The Host packet size is adjustable by BBN when the PLl

is installed. The PLI expands each paCket it receives by at

least 100 bits to a fixed size, normally the standard ARPANET

packet size. Each packet is sent over the network as a

separate message and reassembled at the destination. This

means there is no limit to the length of a Host message. If

VDH is being used, knowing the packet length becomes important.

If it is inconvenient to modify the Host VDH to send shorter

than standard packets, the PLI can be modified to send two—

packet messages over the network, as long as VDH is not also

being used between IMF and PLI.

Despite the cases of non—transparency listed above, in

most cases a Host tested by direct connection to an IMP should

be able to later operate connected to the IMP through a PLI

with only trivial (if any) software modifications.
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